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• Fairell discusses journey from
Miami streets to rural Murray - 1 OA

ABC report
shows almost
$14K increase
in revenue
Alcohol revenue for the City
of Murray remained steady in
the third quarter of 2014,
increasing by just under
$14,000 compared to the second
quarter, according to a report
issued this week.
Sgt. Kendra Clere, the city's
alcoholic beverage control
administrator, delivered her
quarterly report to the Murray
City Council on Tuesday. Clere
said that between July 1 and
Sept. 30, 2014, 44 licensed
alcohol establishments yielded
$264,491.10 for the city. For
comparison, 45 establishments
yielded $250,638.54 between
April land June 30, making for
an approximate 5.53 percent
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Residents take to the
local stores to grab up
those holiday bargains
JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

Chrysta Enix of Enix Jewelers assists Murray's Sheila
Weber with a necklace Weber wanted to try wearing
Wednesday morning at the downtown Murray store.
Weber was seeking gifts for others but said she always
is on the lookout for her own gift ideas as well.

Long lines, wild scenes, though,
aren't for everyone; some sleep
As Friday is dawning in western Kentucky, many of its residents are doing one of the following: Standing at the check-out
counter after standing in a long line for hours waiting for a
store to open in the pre-dawn darkness on this, Black Friday;
Catching up on rest after taking on the masses a day earlier
with many businesses opting to open on Thanksgiving Day,as
has become a trend; or maybe they are trying something else.
"Maybe I will just lay in bed with my iPad and do it that
way," said Murray's Sheila Weber Wednesday as she was trying to get a jump on the Black Friday madness in her hometown. "I've done the stand-in-line until 4 a.m., thing. I did
that at a JC Penney's store once.
"I don't do that anymore. That's just too nuts for me."
Kennedy Garrison of Murray is joining Weber in the desire
to avoid the battles for bargains today.
"I will be in bed.just sleeping away the morning,- Garrison
said Wednesday while browsing in a downtown store. "Now,
my mother,on the other hand,she's been talking her was plans
over with people. She's got everything mapped out.

Kennedy Garrison of Murray takes a look at some Beanie Babies figures Wednesday morning
at The Bookmark on the Murray court square. Garrison said she will probably be in her bed this
morning as the annual Black Friday shopping rush commences in the area.

Another downtown
building to be razed
And so it will continue.
Once again, a building
affected by a July fire on the
Murray court square, but
believed to have been stable
enough to continue serving
downtown, will have to go
away. This time it is the building at 500 Maple Street that
formerly housed the Hair
Masters salon and Petter
Business Systems that is now
scheduled for demolition after
unexpected issues were discovered.
The adjacent Peel &
Holland building. also originally believed stable enough to
stay erect at the corner of Fifth

407 Poplar Street • Murray, KY 42071

753-9500

and Maple streets, was razed
about three weeks ago, again
after stabilization issues were
discovered, sealing its fate.
"I had told everybody that I
was never going to tear down
that building. In fact, shortly
after the fire. I'd told people
we could have some people
back in it in 30 days,- said the
structure's owner Charlie
McKinney on Wednesday. He
said that changed about a week
ago when personnel with the
Cope & Sons Excavation firm
of Calvert City' notified him of
a discovery they had made
during post-demolition operations for the Peel & Holland
structure.

JOHN WRIGHT!Ledger & Times

This view from inside First United Methodist Church on Maple Street shows the rapidly changing landscape of the west court square area of downtown Murray as it appeared a few weeks
ago just after the Peel & Holland building was razed, right. Flanked by the empty lots is the
former Hair Masters/Petter Business Systems building at 500 Maple St, that owner Charlie
McKinney now says will be the next to disappear following a July fire.
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WEATHER
mph, with gusts as high as 20
mph.
Saturday Night A 20 percent chance of rain Of drizzle.
Cloudy, with a low around 55.
South southwest wind 11 to 15
mph, with gusts as high as 21
mph.
Sunday A 20 percent
chance of showers. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 63.
South southwest wind 11 to 15
mph, with gusts as high as 21
mph.
Sunday Night A 40 percent
chance of rain. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 47. South
southwest wind 8 to 10 mph
becoming northwest after midnight.
Monday Rain likely. Cloudy,
with a high near 49. North wind
9 to 11 mph.
Monday Night A chance of
rain. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 32. Northeast wind 7to
9 mph.

Friday Sunny, with a high
near 49. Light south southeast
wind becoming south 5 to 10
mph in the morning.
Friday Night Partly cloudy,
with a low around 39. South
wind 9 to 11 mph.
Saturday A 20 percent
chance of rain or drizzle.
Cloudy, with a high near 58.
South southwest wind 11 to 14
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Eyeing 2016,Clinton selective on policy issues
haNe spoken of immigration
reform in large part as a border
security problem.
On other weighty policy matters, however,Clinton is mum.
"You've got to make choices if
you're not a candidate," said
Lanny Davis. a White House special counsel during the Clinton
administration who attended law
school with BiU and Hillary
Clinton. "She is not a candidate
for president. When she becomes
a candidate, she has to start
answering questions."
Nick Merrill, a Clinton
spokesman,declined to comment.
Clinton is expected to make her
political intentions known in the
corning weeks, likely in early
2015. Her speeches are closely
watched for signs of how she
might offer a rationale for her
candidacy. -

AP) —
WASHINGTON
Hillary Rodham Clinton offered
praise for President Barack
Obama's executive actions to
stave off deportation for millions
of immigrants living in the U.S.
illegally. But the Democrats'
favored presidential hopeful has
been less forthcoming on other
issues in these earl) days of the
2016 Contest.
Clinton is not, so far, a candidate. and she's limiting her commentary about the daily news
cycle confronting Obama — a
strategy that could keep down
chatter about where she and the
unpopular president agree and
where they diverge.
The former secretary of state,
senator and first lady is not talking about the Keystone XL
pipeline, rejected by one vote in
the final weeks of the Democrat-

led Senate. She has yet to speak
publicly about a sweeping climate
change agreement between the
U.S. and China, an extension of
talks over Iran's nuclear program
or the Senate's move to block a
bill to end bulk collection of
Americans' phone records by the
National Security Agency.
When Mama announced his
moves to prevent the deportations
for nearly 5 million immigrants
living in the U.S. illegally,
Clinton quickly embraced the
decision on Twitter. The president, she wrote, was "taking
action on immigration in the face
of inaction" in Congress. In doing
so, she signaled that as a candidate, she would run against the
Republican-led House and Senate
that convenes next year. Clinton
also drew a distinction from her
would-be GOP opponents who

From Front

respectively.
During the third quarter, Clere
said there were also several
charges resulting from DUI
patrols and bar checks. Those
charges included four Mils,
four Als,two charges of possession of alcohol by a minor, two
charges of possession of an
open container and three
charges of drinking in a public
place.
For the first time, Clere was
also asked to report where people charged with a DUI or Al
lived. Clere's records showed
that among those charged with a
DUI, 18 lived in Murray, two
lived in Dexter. three lived in
New Concord, two lived in
Kirksey. three lived in Benton,
one lived in Louisville. one
lived in Ohio, two lived in
Missouri,one lived in Arkansas.
one lived in Iowa, three lived in
Tennessee, one lived' In
Louisiana, one lived in Geotgia
and one lived in Illinois.
Among those charged with an
Al, 19 lived in Murray, two
lived in New Concord,one lived
in Farmington, one lived in
Kevil, two lived in Mayfield,
one lived in Louisville, one
lived in Missouri, one lived in
Illinois and five lived in
Tennessee.

revenue increase in the third
quarter over the second quarter.
The 44 establishments operating in the third quarter included
15 restaurants, 18 establishments selling malt beverages,
four taverns and seven package
stores. The restaurants yielded
$23216.17; the malt beverage
retailers yielded $75,951.85; the
taverns yielded $20,016.57 and
the package stores yielded
$143.776.51.
Clere said $30 was also collected in penalties and $1,500
was collected in application
fees.
Clere said 40 charges of driving under the influence were
filed, which was 15 fewer than
JOHN WRIGHT!Ledger & Times the 55 charges in the same periAn excavator sits parked beside the building that once housed od in 2013.Twelve DUI charges
Hair Masters and Petter Business Systems Wednesday along were filed in July, 17 were filed
Maple Street in downtown Murray. Also evident is the under- in August and 11 were filed in
ground passage that was discovered recently that has led to September. In 2013, the DUI
the instability building owner Charlie McKinney said will charges for those ninths were
10,22 and 23, respertively.
necessitate ihe building's eventual razing.
The third quarter had 33
charges filed for alcohol intoxication, which was slightly lower
than the 38 charges during the
I've
and
(Tuesday)
conversation
period in 2013. Fourteen
same
From Front
made it official. We're going to Al charges were filed in July,
"Danny gives me a call and have to tear it down."
seven were filed in August and
said, 'You better come down
McKinney said he hates hav- 12 were filed in September. In
and take a look at this.' We've ing to make this decision 2013, the Al charges for those
exposed a basement to your because he knows what it will months were 10, 15 and 13.
building.' I told him that he was bring. The Maple Street portion
mistaken because there was no of downtown already looked
basement to my building."
bare with the former Thurman
Upon arriving at the scene, Campbell Group accounting
though, McKinney said he was office gone to the west of his
shocked to not only find that a building and the Peel & Holland
basement did exist, but also an building gone to the east. It also
accompanying passage way. He means goodbye to any chance of
said research has come to show re-establishing a cash flow of
that the Peel & Holland building $800 a month in rent money.
once served as a bank and it is
Make a Plan
However, McKinney wants
believed the passage between it
redeof
chance
to preserve any
and the building McKinney
velopment on the site where his
be
to
money
owns allowed
building will soon fall.
transported undetected.
'I've talked to Danny and his
"With that,though,it is makare going to try to find
people
Be Informed
ing my building just too unstaand sewer lines that run
gas
the
ble and it's going to cost too
not to
much money to repair it," through there so as
said.
McKinney
them,"
destroy
McKinney said. "To repair it
probably would cost about "That way, when anyone goes to
$30,000, which is just not in my build it back up,those things are
budget. Plus you've also got to still usable.
"I hate it for everyone conrepair a whole wall and that just
because we already had
cerned,
do
is a very difficult thing to
a big gap down there that's
with an old building.
"So Danny and I had a long going to get even bigger."

for
campaigned
Clinton
Democratic candidates during the
fall, often pointing to pocketbook
issues like equal pay for women,
raising the minimum wage and
expanded family leave policies
"A 20th century economy will not
work for 21st century families,"
she said at an October rally.
Since then, Clinton has taken a
more circumspect posture in public events, appearing at charity
events and voicing support for
issues related to her work at the
That
Foundation.
Clinton
approach allows her to stay above
the political fray in the aftermath
of Democrats' poor showing during the midterm elections.
Clinton has stayed close to
Obama on immigration,releasing
a statement that noted that previous presidents of both parties had
taken similar steps.

that fray Wednesday.
"We've actually had a lot of
"I do most of my shopping traffic in here this morning."
online and I'm in pretty good said Willard Alls of the activity
shape. However, if I do decide he witnessed as co-owner of
to get back out in it, I'm want- The
Bookmark on the Murray
ing to wait until Saturday."
court square. "That's a bit surThat is when Murray estabreally. Usually, on the
lishments are hoping to attract prising
most peomany shoppers with the idea of Wednesday, you have
to get to
early
town
leaving
ple
shopping local through Small
people
or
away
far
families
their
Business Saturday. Still,though.
it appeared some of those places are cooking all day getting
were having success ahead of ready for Thursday."

From Front

KOPPERUD REALTY

890 Appiewond Road
VERY NICE 4 BEDROOM,2 BATH BRICK HOME!
This home is an Energy Star home with all electric underground and is located only 2 miles from town sitting on
2.6 private and peaceful acres. Amenities include granite countertops in kitchen, tile flooring in kitchen, utility
room and bathrooms, and a detached workshop/garage
for all your hobbies and storage. Priced at $212,000. Barbara Rickman
270-227-2626
MLS #78432
711 Main St.

1%1%i.niurra‘kkrealestate.com
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Senate Republicans nominate
Republicans have

nominated
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Senate
a Greensburg business owner to become the second-highest ranking official in the state Senate.
Republicans chose Sen. David Givens to replace retiring Sen.
Katie Stine as Senate president pro tern during a closed-door
meeting on Tuesday. It is the first leadership position for Givens,
who lost to Sen. Damon Thayer as majority floor leader two years
ago.
Republicans also ousted Sen. Brandon Smith as majority whip,
replacing him with Sen. Jimmy Higdon of Lebanon. Higdon will
resign as chairman of the Veterans, Military Affairs and Public
Protection Committee.
Senate President Robert Stivers was nominated for another
term. The Senate president and president pro tern must be voted
on by the full Senate. But Republicans will control 26 of the 38
Senate seats, all but ensuring their nominee will win.

Auction fetches high mice for bourbon

AUSTIN RAMSEY / Ledger & Times
COMMUNITY DINNER: Hundreds came to the Murray Banquet Center Thanksgiving Day to celebrate among others at the
10th annual Community Dinner. Several organizations helped put together this year's event, which St. John's Episcopal
Church Deacon Rose Bogal-Allbritten said allows community members to be with others on a day of thanks. She said organizers almost ran out of food because so many people attended the free food and fellowship event.

Public can comment on plans for Shawnee plant
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority says
it will offer another opportunity
for the public to comment on
options being considered for the
future of the Shawnee Fossil
Plant in western Kentucky.
The Paducah Sun reports the
agency is accepting comments
through Dec. 9 on a draft environmental assessment of either
retrofitting or retiring two units
at the plant.
TVA says it considered about
90 public comments in developing its draft assessment. It is

asking for another round of
comments from making a final
recommendation to its board.
the
TVA
must
inform
Protection
Environmental
Agency of its decision by the
end of the year.
Seven other coal-fired units at
Shawnee aren't affected by the
proposal.
TVA spokesman Scott Brooks
said the agency's current preferred alternative is installing
emission controls.
"The majority of the comments from the first round

favored installation of the emission controls," Brooks said.
"So, that on top of the (other
factors in the) environmental
assessment, that's how we came
up with the preferred alternative."
Local officials are supportive
of the plan.
"We're always cautiously optimistic that they'll continue to
reinvest in this plant," said Scott
Darnell, president and CEO of
Economic
Paducah
Development. "We understand
there's an environmental review

and steps they have to follow
with the EPA,so we see this as
a positive first step."
Paducah Area Chamber of
Commerce President Sandra
Wilson said the plant provides
several benefits to the region.
"They are a very important
contributor to the economy of
our region," Wilson said. "They
make a huge contribution to
McCracken County schools as
well, so we are very supportive
of them and hope they continue
down this road toward making
that investment (in the plant)."

'Wizard of Oz'Cowardly Lion
costume fetches $3M at auction
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Cowardly Lion costume from
the classic film "The Wizard of
Oz" and the piano from the
movie "Casablanca" each sold
for over $3 million at a New
York City auction.
They were among Hollywood
at
offered
memorabilia
Bonhams on Monday.

The big cat outfit, which went
for just over $3 million, had
been authenticated as the one
Bert Lahr wore in the 1939 film.
Its face is a sculpted likeness of
the late actor.
A spokesman for costume
owner James Comisar says a
secondary costume used in the
film sold at auction in recent
years for close to $1 million.

Place Your
Ad With Us

in tomorrow's edition of the
Call 753-1916
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Comisar has a trove of TV
shows
from
memorabilia
including "I Love Lucy" and
"Lost." He has said he plans to
use money from the Cowardly
Lion costume sale to exhibit his
collection.
upright "Casablanca"
piano fetched $3.4 million.
The
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — One of Kentucky's newest whiskey
makers is making a big splash with its first batch of bourbon.
An online auction for the first bottle of bourbon by Boundary
Oak Distillery fetched $28,050, including an auction fee of
$2,550, the craft distillery said Tuesday. All the money will go to
a local charity.
The bottle appeared to rank among the most expensive bottles
of bourbon ever sold.
"We don't know of any other bottle that sold for that amount or
higher," said Eric Gregory, president of the Kentucky Distillers'
Association.
The winning bidder is from Hardin County but asked to remain
anonymous,the distillery said. Whoever it is will have to be
patient.
Boundary Oak plans to fill its first bourbon barrel in December,
and the whiskey will age for two years before bottling, said distillery owner and master distiller Brent Goodin, who is resuming
his family's whiskey-making tradition that dates to the late 1700s
in Kentucky.

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP) — A grand jury has indicted a
Louisville man on charges of murder and arson in connection
with a deadly house fire in Old Louisville.
The Jefferson County Circuit Court clerk's office said 53-yearold Ronald Kevin Mills was indicted Tuesday on charges of murder, first- and third-degree arson and first-degree wanton endangerment.
The name of the person who died in the fire Monday hasn't been
released. Three others were injured in the blaze.
Online jail records indicate Mills was being held in lieu of
$250,000 bond. There was no indication whether he is represented
by a lawyer.

LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP) — Kentucky Supreme Court Justice
Will T. Scott is considering a run for governor in 20t5.
Scott told the Lexington Herald-Leader he will make his decision by early January. If he does decide to run, Scott said he
would immediately resign his seat on the state's highest court that
he has held since 2004.
.The deadline to file for governor is Jan. 27.
The 67-year-old said he has had informal discussions with
potential running mates, adding that his pick for lieutenant governor would be "a major factor" in his decision. He said his campaign would be "a ticket of promise" based on ideas he said
would improve Kentuckians' lives.
Scott, a Pike County native and Vietnam War veteran, has run
unsuccessfully for congress and state attorney general in the past.
Two other Republicans have already declared their candidacy.
Former Louisville Metro Councilman Hal Heiner announced his
candidacy in March and has already aired TV commercials.
Agriculture Commissioner James Corner declared his candidacy
in September. Former U.S. Senate candidate Matt Bevin is another potential candidate.

GLASGOW,Ky.(AP) — A jury has awarded the parents of a
child who suffered a brain injury during his birth more than $18
million in damages.
The Glasgow Daily Times reports the jury' rendered its decision
on Tuesday after deliberating for about an hour.
The Hamilton family sued Ti. Samson Community Hospital
and the doctor who delivered Tristan Hamilton claiming medical
negligence, but jurors cleared the doctor.
According to court documents,the boy was diagnosed with a
form of cerebral palsy and other health issues after his birth in
2007.
Arguments in the case centered around whether the drug
Pitocin, which is commonly used to induce labor, was used correctly. Jurors found the hospital did not provide the level of care
expected and that the failure was a "substantial cause" of the boy's
injuries.

Blue Diamond Nuetion
,
Furniture & Christmas Auction
2 p.m.

Wayne Boyd, Primary Auctioneer P1836 • John Hopson, AP Auctioneer A3791

Free tickets may be reserved by calling the "'Tree Hotline" at 270-247-2929,
between the hours of 1000 and 2:00, Monday through Friday,
beginning Monday,November 17th.
Tickets may be picked up at the FBC Ministries Center
at 7th and South Street during the same hours.
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Howard Luby Rogers, Jr., 68, of Murray, Kentucky, died
Marge Nance West,82,of Murray, Kentucky,died at 3:50 a.m..
Tuesday, Nov. 25, 2012C at Baptist Health Hospital, Paducah,
Monday, Nov. 24,2014,at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'Kentucky.
Funeral services will be at 11 a.m. Saturday,
He was born in Nortonville, Kentucky, on Oct. 9, 1946, to
Nov. 29, 2014, at Blalock-Coleman & York
Howard
Luby Rogers, Sr. and Virginia Agnes Pendley Rogers.
Funeral Home with Rev. Presley Lamm officiatwas
He
employed at Fitts Block and Ready Mix in Murray.
ing. Burial will follow in Story's Chapel Cemetery.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a son, Noah Rogers;
Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Friday, Nov. 28,
and a grandson, Logan Rogers.
2014, at the funeral home.
Mr. Rogers is survived by two daughters, Toni Rogers of
Calloway
in
1932,
10,
April
She was born
Michigan, and Ginny Singleton and husband David of
Traverse,
County, Kentucky. to James Crawford Nance and
Murray; a son, Howard Rogers, III, of Buchanan, Tennessee; five
Myrtle Hale Nance.
sisters, Kay Tracy and husband Ron, Yvonne Little and husband
She was a retired floral designer and a member
Tom,all of Monroe, Michigan, Lisa Berhow and husband Paul, and
of Bell City Baptist Church.
Sheila Rogers, all of Murray; Melody My rand and husband Bob of
West
She was preceded in death by her parents; her
Arizona; three brothers, Ronald Rogers, Larry Rogers and
Tucson,
husband, Henry Thomas West; sons, James "Jim" Keel and Larry
all of Michigan, and Brian Rogers of Ocala, Florida;
Sandy,
wife
Max Keel; and brothers, James David Nance and Robert "Bob"
four grandchildren, Chase Rogers, Levi Rogers, Emily Lamb and
Nance.
Jake Vandeburg; two stepgrandchildren, Kyle and Cassidy
Mrs. West is survived by a daughter, Jeannie Moon and husband
Singleton; and several nieces and nephews.
Mark of Fulton; brothers, Shirley Lee Nance and wife Ann of
There are no services scheduled at this time. A memorial service
Kenneth
Jerry
and
Stella,Gerald Nance and wife Patsy of Mayfield,
be held at a later date.
will
"Gunner" Nance of Murray; stepsons, Donald Lee West and wife
condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralOnline
Barbara of Arizona, Jimmy Dale West and wife Jan of Michigan,
home.com.
David West and wife Lynn of Michigan and Jeffrey West and wife
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Carolynn of Michigan; four grandchildren, several stepgrandchildren and two great-grandchildren.
Frances Suiter Carlton
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Our mother, Frances Suiter Carlton, 95, died peacefully in her
arrangements.
of
charge
in
is
Blalock-Coleman & York
sleep Wednesday morning, Nov. 19, 2014.
Mom fought the good fight, she finished the race, and she has
Stephen Patrick Rogers
loved her family, hometown of Murray,
Stephen Patrick Rogers,44,of Hazel, Kentucky,died on Tuesday, remained faithful. Mom
Kentucky, and, above all, her Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. She
Nov. 25,2014.
loved to sing, and whatever the trouble, worry or care, she had a
He was born in Winchester, Tennessee on July
song to take the burden away. How comforting it is to know that the
19, 1970 and served in the Navy during Operation
next time mom opens her eyes, she will be in the arms of Jesus as
Desert Storm of the Gulf War aboard the U.S.S.
He welcomes her home.
Saipan. He was a member of the Bethel United
Clara Frances Suiter was born on June 15, 1919, in Murray,
Methodist church.
Kentucky. She was the daughter, and first child, of the late William
He was preceded in death by his father, Robert Burie Suiter and Paula Ray. Suiter. Frances was preceded in death by
Earl Rogers.
her loving husband of over 60 years, Robert L Carlton; her grandHe is survived by his wife, Heather Rogers of son,Ryan Keith Carlton; two sisters, Nell and Annie; and two brothHazel; mother, Janice Rogers of Benton; daugh- ers, Jimmy and Ray.
ters, Kasey Evans and husband Matt of Benton and
Frances graduated from Almo High School in the Murray area,
Rogers Kassie Stockwell and husband Chase of Dexter; and with several sisters, took time off to work in the Detroit factobrothers, Bobby Rogers of Benton and Jimmy ries during WWII in support of the war effort. After the war, she
Rogers of LaVergne, Tennessee; and three grand- returned to Murray. married her lifelong love, Robert L Carlton and
children. Dani Evans, Peyton Evans and Rilley received her Bachelor of Science degree from Murray State
University in 1948.
Stockwell.
A retired teacher, she began her teaching career in Backusburg
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m., Saturday,
2014 at the Heritage Chapel of Imes and Kirksey, Kentucky. After relocating to Columbus, Ohio, mom
Nov.
set teaching aside to raise her children and support her husband in a
Funeral Home and Crematory, with Richard Burkeen officiating.
loving Christian household, taking her teaching to the Sunday
Saturday.
hour
funeral
the
until
a.m.
10
from
be
Visitation will
School classroom and the kitchen table. Eventually, mom returned
Nov. 29,2014 at the Heritage Chapel.
to the public classroom at Columbus City Schools, teaching at
Online condolences available at www.imesfh.com.
Northridge and Pilgrim Elementary schools before retiring. She had
a gift of finding and bringing out the best in her kids,always giving
Scott Wayne Wallis
a bit of her heart instead of a piece of her mind.
Scott Wayne Wallis, 45, of Murray, Kentucky died Wednesday,
Frances is survived by her two sons,Glenn and wife Sharon,and
Nov. 26,2014 at his home.
Keith and wife Melanie; four grandchildren, Chad, Lisa and husHe was born Dec. 3, 1968, in Murray. He was a band Matt, Robert and Leah; three stepgrandchildren, David and
graduate of Calloway Comity High School, a wife Patty, Doug, and Jenny and husband Dan; eight great-grandfarmer, and member of the University Church of children; and three sisien,,,Lois, Sue and Glenda.
Christ.
Our mom's funeriftehice will be Saturday, Nov. 29,2014,at 2
He was preceded in death by his maternal grand- p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. We look forward to greetparents, Wayne and Lilly Williams, and paternal ing family and friends from 1 p.m. until time of the service at the
grandfather, Pat B. Wallis.
funeral home. Interment will follow at the Murray Memorial
Survivors include his parents, Kim and Evelyn Gardens. In lieu of flowers,contributions may be made in the memWilliams Wallis of Murray; sister, Amy Wallis ory of Frances Carlton, to Willow Brook Christian Home, 55
Speight and husband Jeremy of Murray. Kentucky; Lazelle Road,Columbus,OH 43235.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralpaternal grandmother, Allene "Pete" Wallis Neale
Walls
.com.
home
niece.
one
of Murray; and
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
A memorial service will be held at 2 p.m..Sunday, Nov. 30,2014
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home in Murray. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-9 p.m., Saturday. Nov. 29. 2014 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
MEXICO. CITY (AP) - local police. Huge marches have
Expressions of sympathy may go to: New Pathways for Children, Mexico's president announced a been held to protest their disapPO Box 10, Melber, KY 42069-0010.
nationwide anti-crime plan pearance.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- Thursday that would allow
Pena Nieto suggested his plan
home.com.
Congress to dissolve local gov- was influenced by the Iguala
ernments infiltrated by drug tragedy, noting its "cruelty and
gangs and give state authorities barbarity have shocked Mexico."
"Mexico cannot go on like
control over often-corrupt
this," he said. "After Iguala,
municipal police.
The plan announced by Mexico must change."
As if to underscore the probPresident Enrique Pena Nieto
came two months after 43 teach- lem, authorities said Thursday
ers college students disappeared that they had found the decapiin the Guerrero city of Iguala, tated, partly burned bodies of 11
allegedly killed and incinerated men dumped on the side of a
by a drug gang working with road near another Guerrero city.

2§,

Mexico president cracks down on crime
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B. Ray

Lexie B. Ray, 82, of Murray, Kentucky, died Sunday. Nov. 23,
2014, at his home after a short battle with cancer.
Funeral services will be held Saturday. Nov. 29.
2014, at 10 am. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home with John Chile officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery. Visitation will
be Friday, Nov 28, 2014, from 3-9 p.m. at the
funeral home.
Mr. Ray was born in Graves County, Kentucky
on Sept. 19, 1932, to Onyx B. and Ola Seay Ray.
He served as a minister of Churches of Christ in
Florida, Tennessee, and Kentucky. He began
preaching in 1950 at the age of 17. Mr. Ray has
Ray
spoken at several lectureships at Christian colleges,
has conducted gospel meetings in many states and, along with his
wife, has traveled to all of the fifty states, as well as Mexico.
Canada, England, Scotland, Italy, France, Switzerland, Greece.
Holland and Australia. He preached in nineteen states and in two
countries. Mr. and Mrs. Ray were given lifetime honorary memberships in the Tennessee PTA for their work done in Union City,
Tennessee. He retired as a pulpit minister at the Fairdealing Church
of Christ at the age of 81, but continued his ministry through his
writings.
He was preceded in death by his parents; a brother, Dr. Rex E.
Ray; and a sister, Joyce Faye Ray.
Mr. Ray is survived by his wife, bum Patton Ray of Murray. to
whom he married July 19, 1953,in Murray, Kentucky; two daughters, Karyn Ray Kozel and husband Mike of Nashville, Tennessee,
and Tish Ray Elrod of Searcy,Arkansas; one grandson,Alan Elrod;
as well as two nephews and one niece.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to the American Cancer
Society, 3140 Parisa Drive, Paducah, KY 42003.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
The number of times published or the length of one or more of
the preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger
and Times policy. A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or
space.

OPEC keeps oil output
on hold despite low prices
By GEORGE JAHN
Associated Press
VIENNA (AP) - Reflecting
its lessening oil clout, OPEC
decided Thursday to keep its
output target on hold and sit out
falling crude prices that will
likely spiral even lower as a
result.
Oil prices fell sharply on the
news. Even though the decision
was largely expected, it showed
the once-powerful cartel is losing the power to push up markets to its own advantage.
OPEC has traditionally
relied on output cuts to regulate
supply and prices.
But it appeared to realize
Thursday that with cheap crude
in oversupply, a reduction
would only cut into OPEC's
share of the market without a
lasting boost in prices and with
others outside the cartel making
up the difference.
Instead, the move to maintain a production target of 30
million barrels a day appeared
to reflect acceptance of the
Saudi view within OPEC that
short-term pain had to be
accepted for later gain.
The Saudis and their Gulf
allies hope to put economic
pressure on rival producers in
the U.S., which need higher
prices to break even.
In the long term, that could

help reaffirm OPEC's dominance of the oil market.
It would also be good news
for consumers and oil-importing nations.
The global price plunged $5
to a four-year low of $72.76 a
barrel. As recently as June it
was around $115.
Oil ministers had come to
Thursday's.meeting facing two
unpalatable choices: Cut their
production from 30 million barrels a day in an effort to boost
prices and see OPEC's market
share fall, or do nothing in
hopes of riding out the crisis.
Paring output may not have
been very effective because
supply from non-OPEC countries, like the U.S., remains
high. Also,discipline within the
12-member organization is lax
and overproduction by some
members would have cut into
the effectiveness of any production cut.
In any case, OPEC could
have not afforded to scale back
production by more than 1 million barrels a day - too little to
make a sizable dent in supply.
OPEC Secretary General
Abdullah Al-Badry suggested
all members were on board with
the decision to stick to the present output level, telling
reporters "the ministers are
happy."
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CCMS SBDM will meet
Calloway County Middle School will have a
special called meeting of the Site-Based
Decision-Making Council Monday, Dec. I, at
3:30 p.m., in the Library Media Center. This
meeting will take the place of the regular meeting on Dec. 12.

GOP will meet Monday
'The Calloway County GOP meeting will be
Monday, Dec. I, at 6:30 p.m. at the Calloway
Martha
County Library. This meeting will look at sucFinney Andrus, cesses from recent campaigns and discuss
Community
opportunities for the future. Information about
editor
the 2015 Lincoln Reagan Dinner will also be on
the agenda.

Datebook

Playhouse announce auditions
--416.oKilih— 4k-

•

Photo provided
HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB: The Hazel Woman's Club met
Thursday, Oct. 16, at the Hazel Community Center with
President Nancy Mieure presiding. Pat Latimer reported on
the finished project of updating the restrooms at the center
and plans were made for the upcoming Hazel Day
Celebration and Card Show. A surprise baby shower was
given for member Miranda Nesbitt. Hostesses for the meeting
are pictured, from left, Marylin Liddle and Janice Wilkinson.

Photo provided
NSHA RECEIVES DONATION: Pictured, from left, National
Science Honor Officers, Autumn Dean and Zoe Fuqua,
accept a check from the Alumni and Associates of Calloway
County Schools for the September/October drawing. The
funds will be used to help sponsor a NSHA 'scholarship for a
senior. Visit the Calloway County Schools Alumni and
Associates' page on Facebook for more information on this
alumni group.

Playhouse in the Park announces auditions for Arsenic and Old
Lace, Monday and Tuesday. Dec. I. and 2, at 6 p.m. at the theatre.
These auditions have been postponed from the original dates of
Nov. 24 and 25. Roles are available for three females and eleven
males. Many roles require little rehearsal time. No acting experience is necessary. Those auditioning will be asked to do cold readings from the script. Show dates are Jan. 30 through Feb. 8, 2015.
For more information. contact Lisa Cope at 270-759-1752.

Fire Protection Board to meet
The Calloway County Fire Protection District board will hold its
regular monthly meeting Monday. Dec. 1, at 6 p.m. at the CCFR
station. 101 East Sycamore Street. The public is invited to attend

Kappa Tour of Homes tickets available

Candlelight Advent Walk to usher in the holiday season
Special to the Ledger
PARIS, Tenn. - The Candlelight Advent Walk ushers in the
Christmas season Wednesday, Dec. 3, at 6:30 p.m. Worshipers will
hear the message of Advent in beautifully decorated churches then
proceed by candlelight through the historic downtown area of Paris,
Tennessee.
"This is a unique and lovely way to usher in the Advent Season,"
said First Christian Church Minister of Music, Rhonda Stanton,
who chairs the 2014 Advent Walk committee."It's a great opportunity to worship with other churches,enjoy their meaningful decorations of the season and stroll through our charming Victorian town

square while visiting with friends and neighbors."
The service begins at Quinn Chapel AME,Church Street. and then
proceeds to First Baptist at 313 North Poplar. Worshipers will then
head through downtown Paris to Grace Episcopal, South Poplar
Street, then on to First Presbyterian Church, South Market Street,
and on to First Christian Church, South Poplar Street. A reception
will be held at the final stop, First United Methodist, Easy Blythe
Street. A van is also available for those who do not wish to walk.
Participating churches and the Downtown Paris Association sponsor this annual event. For more information on Christmas events in
downtown Paris, log on to www.VisitDowntownParis.com.

Free dental appointments to be given
Special to the Ledger
The Purchase Area Free Dental Clinic will schedule appointments
once a month, September through April, for children's dental services. This is a free service for children who have no dental insurance
and will include cleaning, x-rays,fillings, fluoride and sealants. For

an appointment, call 270-809-4123.
This service is sponsored by Purchase AHEC. West Kentucky
Community and Technical College, University of Louisville School
of Dentistry and local dentists.

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will have its
34th annual Holiday Tour of Homes on Sunday, Nov. 30.from 1-4
p.m. Tickets are available from all Kappa members and at the
Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce. Playhouse in the Park,
Easley & Ernstberger Law Office,and the Murray Ledger & Times.
Featured are the homes of Shelley Todd. Elm Street: Mallory
Evans,Saratoga South; and JoAnn and Bill Rogers,Saratoga North.
Proceeds will benefit Playhouse in the Park and the Heritage Fund
of the Murray Woman's Club.

Donations for Need Line being taken
Need Line is planning on providing 600 families with a traditional
Christmas food basket this year and is in need of the following
items: frosting (500 containers), can sweet potatoes (400 cans),
chicken broth (40(1 cans),cranberry sauce(300 cans),can fruit(200
cans),jello(150 boxes), margarine or butter(600 boxes), and eggs
(600 dozen). If you are interested in making a donation of food
items listed, the items are needed by Dec. 5. Monetary donations
are being accepted to help provide meat for the baskets. Need Line
is located at 509 North Eighth Street. Office hours are 10 a.m. until
4 p.m., Monday through Friday. Families and individuals needing
Christmas food baskets must live in Murray or Calloway County
and be income eligible. Need Line will need prod of income and
residency.
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Kappa Department to meet Tuesday
Baby Registry

The Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Tuesday. Dec. 2. at 6 p.m. at the club house. There will be a
Christmas potluck and Chinese Auction. All members are urged to
attend.
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Jen & Randall Argo
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Jenna & Seth Borrow
Kelsey & Jamie Bivens
Leah & Landon Brewer
Julie & Josh Brown

a

Thanksgiving

Julie & Sam Browning

SALE

Clarisa & Jeffrey Buie
Lauren & Josh Burzynski
Kelly Butterworth & Chase Chrisman

20% - 75% OFF

Jenny & Matt Calhoon
Chelsee & Andrew C
Stacie & Jason Crowell

Molly & Greg Goodman

* Fall Decor
* Christmas Ornaments
* Garden Gifts
* Holiday Decor
* Deco-Mesh & Burlap

Kathryn & Price Neppe

"Kentuck% Certified Nursery ProfesstonalS"

Kaysin bg Jamie Ffiggins

Open Mon.- Sat.9-5•Sun. 1-5

Racheal Dean & Joshua Stout
ebekah Dial & Zach Willis
Je

t & Ghase Tillett

Caitlin Garner & Ricky Francisco

Alesho & Michael James

Towing for Toys at MSU game

It's So
Wal

Join "Towing for Toys- and Froggy 103.7 at the Murray State
Racer basketball game at the MB Center on Wednesday. Dec. 3.
With a toy donation and the purchase of one ticket, you will receive
one free admission to the basketball game.
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300 Main St.

MCCH retirees to meet

(on the comer)

Hazel, Ky

The Murray-Calloway County Hospital retirees will meet
Monday. Dec. 1. at II a.m. at the Big Apple Cafe.

Hours
Than -Fri -Sat.10:00-4:30
& Sun. 1:00-4-00

Benefit scheduled for Lee family
Local bands are uniting for a benefit concert for the Lee family to
help with major medical bills due to cancer surgery. The bands participating are Josh Brown,4-Eights featuring Tyler Bell, The MuffVegas All Stars Unplugged and Big Atomic. This event will be
Thursday. Dec.4,from 8 p.m, until midnight at the Big Apple Café.
There is no cover charge but donations will be gratefully accepted.
Ten percent of food sales will be donated from the Big Apple. For
more
information,
contact
Stephen
at
Keene
skeeneOrmurraystate.edu or Laura Dziekonski at llohr(cu. murraystate.edu.
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Kayla & Sam Luker
Flatly & Justin Marla
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Miranda & Jason Nesbitt
Mandy &14ugh Rollins
Amanda & Ronnie Smith
Abigail & Shawn Spann
Stephanie & Wes Steele
)4eather & Kody Stevens
Jaw Stubblefield & Brion Ray French

.

KSP accepting applications
The Kentucky State Police is now accepting applications for
Cadet Class 93 which is tentatively scheduled to start May 24,
2015. Interested applicants should skit the KSP website at
www.kentuckystatepolice.org and click on career opportunities.
recruitment home and how to become a Kentucky State Trooper. If
more information is needed, applicants can call toll free 1-866-3603165 during office hours 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. (EST) Monday
through Friday or leave a message at any time. All application
materials must be completed and returned to the KSP Recruitment
Branch, 919 Versailles Road. Frankfort, KY 40601 by the application deadline.

MWC board will meet Monday
The Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Monday. Dec. 1. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Judy Kelso. president, urges all board members to attend.
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For movies & showtimes
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,SINCE 1973 THAT HELPS YOUR LOVED ONE
LIVE THEIR LIVES - AND HELPS YOU LIVE
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Call theatre line at 753-8084
or call our 24 hour info line
at 753-3314
On your computer or smartphon,.
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www.moviesinmurray.com
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Special to the Ledger
Each year Murray State's listener-supported, public radio
service WKMS celebrates the
holidays with an annual series
of special music and storytelling
programs. "Holidays Sound
Good" on WKMS begins
Thanksgiving Day and continues through New Year's Day
2015 and includes over 65 hours
of special radio features.
On Friday, Nov. 28 at noon,
WKMS observes StoryCorps'
National Day of Listening with
the second annual "Preserving
our Voices" presentation. This
year,the station honor stories of
perseverance in the region.
Carissa Johnson and Jennifer
Johnson share "war stories"
about being wheelchair-bound.
Aaron and Krissy Ramey talk
about making a family and raising a son on the autism spectrum. Jessica Payne and her

By S.R. HOLT
Guest Writers
Mystery, intrigue and political scandal. The
Calloway County Public Library's November
Book to Movie Club selection, "The Pelican
Brief," by John Grisham, has it all.
"The Pelican Brief' is about 20-something
law student Darby Shaw who, after hearing
about the murder of two Supreme Court justices, decides to try to find the reason they were
targeted and possibly who killed them. By skipping classes and doing hours of research, she
finds what she believes to be the answer.
When Shaw's law professor, Thomas
Callahan. asks to see her work, she confesses
she has changed her mind and believes her conclusions are wrong. Convincing her to let him
read it, he agrees but sends it to a friend from
law school who now works for the FBI. After
reading the brief, the friend at the FBI sends it
to government officials who are still trying to
find the justices' killers — until eventually it
ends up at the White House. Several days later,
Shaw witnesses a murder that she realizes was
meant for her, causing her to go into hiding.
Meanwhile in Washington D.C., Gray
Grantham, a reporter for the Washington Post.
has heard rumblings from inside sources that
officials are hiding information about the murders. When Shaw calls him from New Orleans
and tells him about the brief she wrote and that

e
h
s
believes
that
she
was
the
target of
an assassination
attempt.
Grantham
begins to
investigate
the allegations. His
life is soon
in danger
as well.
To bring
down the
people
who are trying to destroy them. Shaw and
Grantham, meet and travel back to Washington.
Playing one government official against the
other, they bring the book to a climatic end.
According to Grisham's website. wwwjgrisham.com, since first publishing "A Time to
Kill in 1988." Grisham has written one novel a
year. His most recent is "Gray Mountain,"
which is set in the heart of Appalachia and features the dangerous world of coal mining.
Find these and more great John Grisham titles
at the Calloway County Public Library, 710
Main Street. Murray, KY.

mother Vicki Hayden remember
going through with the birth of a
child against all odds. Karen
Olson shares about shedding her
"widow's weeds" and resuming
her life after the death of her
husband. "These stories show
strength and determination in
the face of challenge and loss,"
WKMS News Director and
Assistant Station Manager Chad
Lampe said.
In addition to the Friday
broadcast of "Preserving Our
Voices 2014" on Nov. 28,
WKMS encores the program
Sunday, Nov. 30 at 9 a.m. and
Friday, Dec. 26 at noon.
"Preserving Our Voices" is
made possible in part by Four
Rivers Behavioral Health, helping people persevere through
challenges every' day.
The full schedule of holiday
programming is online at
wkms.org under "Holidays

Sound Good" on WKMS. A
beautiful November/December
calendar showing the holiday
programs. designed by Jim
Bryant, professor of graphic
design at Murray State
University, goes to listenermembers by mail.
WKMS broadcasts a continuous, comprehensive mix of
news and music, including its
24-hour all classical channel. A
full schedule is online at
wkms.org. The station serves
nearly 30,000 listeners in western Kentucky. southernmost
northwestern
and
Illinois
Tennessee. Stations include
91.3 WKMS-FM and WKMS
HD-I and All-Music HD-2,
Murray. WKMS also streams
both its two channels at
wkms.org,a full service website
offering playlists and regional
news. For more information,
call 1-800-599-4737.

Playhouse holds 'Arsenic and Old Lace' auditions
Special to the Ledger
Play house in the Park announces auditions for
"Arsenic and Old Lace," the first show of the
2015 season,on Monday and Tuesday. Dec. 1 and
2,at 6 p.m. at the theater.
Due to the illness of the show's director, these
auditions have been postponed from Nov. 24 and
25. There are roles available for three females

and 11 males. Many of the male roles are small,
requiring little rehearsal time. No acting experience is necessary.
Those auditioning will be asked to do cold
readings from the script. Show dates are Jan. 30
through Feb. 8. For more information, contact
Lisa Cope at Playhouse, 270-759-1752.

Murray resident awarded for 'Impressions'entry
Special to the Ledger
Ky.
MAYFIELD.
2014,
Impressions
Mayfield/Graves County Art
Guild's annual juried show, is
now on display at the Ice House
Gallery in Mayfield through
Dec. 20. Now in its 23rd year,
Impressions is always highly
anticipated, attracting talented
artists and visitors from the
four-state region.
Sixty-one artists submitted
125 entries to be considered for
this year's show. Only 74 pieces
were selected for display by this
year's judge, Randy Simmons.

November selection from CCPL's
Book To Movie Club

day,

,ub will meet
're will be a
; are urged to

The Best of Show award was
presented to David 0. Carrico
of Paris, Tennesee for his painting,"Lemons and Pears."
For First Place Fiber/Mixed
Media, The John and Betty
Cook Memorial Award went to
Diane Daubert of Murray for
"Meeting of the Monarchs."
Second Place Fiber/Mixed
Media went to Cat Hoffa of
for
Tennessee
McEwen,
"Creation."
Jack Sergeant of Benton,
won First Place in Drawing for
"The Cannons of Shiloh."
Second Place Drawing went to

LaNelle Mason of Paducah for
"Wood's Edge."
David McBeth of Martin,
Tennessee placed first in
Sculpture for "Bottle." Second
Place Sculpture was awarded to
Kenneth Tyler of Mayfield for
"Camouflage."
First Place in Photography,
was awarded to Nancy Smith of
Smithland for "Girl in a Box."
Melodic Anderson of Benton
in
Place
Second
won
Photography for "Bubblicious."
Alexandra Stover of Sparta,
Tennessee won first place in
painting for "Rose."
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Jackson Purchase Dance Company Artistic Director Karen Balzer is pictured working with students at Murray Elementary School. The students will be featured, along with students from
Murray Middle and Murray High schools, in JPDC's Dec. 5 afternoon holiday dance assembly
at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium.

JPDC announces upcoming
holiday dance performances
Special to the Ledger
On Friday, Dec 5. the
Dance
Purchase
Jackson
Company is hosting two holiday
dance assembly performances at
State University's
Murray
Lovett Auditorium.
Graves County elementary
schools will attend and perform
in the morning performance.
Murray Elementary, Murray
Middle and Murray High
schools will be featured in the
afternoon performance.
JPDC is presenting a collage
of ballets entitled, "Classical
Adaptations." Featured will be
excerpts from: "Cinderella.
Sleeping Beauty," "Swan Lake"
and "The Nutcracker." Murray
Elementary Choir, under the
direction of Kim Black, will
open the performance with
"Step Into the Spotlight." and
Murray Elementary third-grade
classes will perform with JPDC
dancers "Spanish Dance" and
"Mother Ginger and the
PollichinelleS" from "The

Nutcracker." Murray Middle
School Choir, under the direction of Laynie Mitchell will perform,"Do You Wanna Build a
Snowman?" from "Frozen."
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will hold a public
of
performance
matinee
"Classical Adaptations" at 2
p.m. Saturday, Dec. 6. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is $8 for
adults and $6 for students under
age 16. Children under 3 are
free. Audience members will
receive a parting gift from the
dancers. No reservations are

needed.
JPDC's 2014 — 2015 production season is made possible by
the Corporate Underwriting
support of Ronald McDonald's
House Charities. All JPDC performances are held in facilities
that are handicap accessible.
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• Contact The Murray Bank
to open your Christmas
Club Savings Account.
• Set aside money into
this account in payments
throughout the year.
• Interest will accrue
on the balance during
the entire period.
• At the end of October
(just in time for the
holiday season), you
will receive a check
representing the full
balance plus interest that
accrued throughout the
year.
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Murray-Calloway County Church Directory
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HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
2771 State Route 94 East
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BAPTIST

COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
8400 State Route 121 • Farmington
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
97 West Drive • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
2191 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

OLD SALEM ROAD MISSIONARY BAPTIST
2447 Old Salem Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
1201 South 16th Street
Children's Sun. School 11.00 a_m . Worship 1030 a.m.

ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
955 Old Almo Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
502 North LP Miller Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:30 a.m.

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
8467 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:15 a.m. & 1:00 p.m.

HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
83 Honeybee Lane
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 6:00 p.m.

POPLAR SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
749 Poplar Spring Drive
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 cm., 11:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST CHURCH
1034 Browns Grove Road • Lynn Grove
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SCOTTS GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
2317 Hwy. 641
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST CHURCH
4185 Wiswell Road West
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

FAITH MISSIONARY BAPTIST
Highway 64110 Brandon Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
203 South 4th Street
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.. 11:00 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
1350 Flint Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:4.5 p.m.
GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST
711 River Road
Sunday School 11:15 a.m.
Wednesday Youth & Adult Bible Study 6:30 p.m.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
617 South 9th Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
995 Spring Road • Almo
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

SUGAR CREEK BAPTIST CHURCH
1888 Faxon Road
Sunday School 10:00
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

a.m.

THE SPRING • EL MANANTIAL
901 B Coldwater Road (behind the Tropics)
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.(Spanish/EnglIsh)
Sunday Worship 8:30 a.m.(Eng) & 10:30 a.m.(Sp)
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
1483 Bazzell Cemetery Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
301 Gilbert Street • Hazel
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
KIRKSEY BAPTIST CHURCH
263 Backusburg Road • Kiritsery
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

Vr1101.1(

LIFE COMMUNITY CHURCH
North 4th & CC Lowry(WOW Building)
Sunday Experiences 9:30 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

Mass
a.m.•

a.m.

(ARP.I 1 N
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 North 5th Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.: Worship 10:15 a.m.

1002 Cuba Rd.
Mayfield, KY
Mon.-Fri. 8-530
Sat 8-4

1-877-954-8748
WWW WICTFI FC0144.COOP

COLES CAMPGROUND UNITED METHODIST
1449 Coles Campground Road
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.; Worship 8:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED METHODIST
5161 Radio Road
Sun. School 10:00 a.m ; Worship 11:00 a.m.

GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED METHODIST
84 Cherry Corner Road
Sun. School 10.00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.
GOSHEN UNITED METHODIST
4726 State Route 121 North • Stella
Sun, School 10:00 a.m ; Worship 9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
505 Main Street • Hazel
Sunday Worship 9:45 a.m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED METHODIST
1118 Independence Road • Dexter
Sun. School 10:00 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LDS
602 South 16th Street
Sacrament Meeting 10:00 cm.
Sunday School 11:10 a.m.

KIRKSEY UNITED METHODIST
3691 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sun. School 10:00 a m : Worship 11:00 a.m.

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open ,tion.-Fri. 7:3(J.5
ME= 619 S. 4th St.• 270-753-6831
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Office Technology Specialists

Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete

1-800-858-0492
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY

270-753-3540

CALVARY TEMPLE
2645 Hwy. 641 South
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

PRESBYTERIAN
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
1601 Main Street
Sun. Worship 10:45 am Sun, School 9:30 am
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
150 Liberty Church Road
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00 am
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
2129 Graham Road
Sun. School 10:00 am Sun. Worship 11:00 am
UNITY CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
1929 East Unity Church Road • Hardin
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

111-50FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH

with Church
Bulletin

HOWARD D

FITTS BLOCK a
READY MIX CO.

Discount

PENTECOSTAL CHURCH OF GOD .

TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
601 North 18th Street
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6 p.m.

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
503 Maple Street
Sunday School 9:50 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:45 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

CAPTAI

MURRAY FIRST UNITED PENTECOSTAL
1945 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 6:00 p.m.

NEW JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
2604 Highland Road
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:0
.
0 p.m

CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF!Arm a-D Iv SAINTS

The Meat Independent Repair Shop In Murray
VaesaiFau-oryee ,le Ca A9
9Dak- 12 aer ,R a

FAITH TABERNACLE CHURCH
525 Peeler Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.

NEW CONCORD UNITED PENTECOSTAL
166 Dunbar Road • New Concord
Sunday Worship 10.00 a.m. 8 6:00 p.m.

COLDWATER UNITED METHODIST
8317 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

WILLIAMS CHAPEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
7793 State Route 94 West
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m,

ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
401 North 12th Street
5:00 p.m.
Saturday
Sunday Mass 8:00
11:00

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
125 Ledbetter Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
4211 Brooks Chapel Road • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sun Worship 11.00 am. & 1sV3rd Sun. at 6-00

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Road & Holiday Rd.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

a.m. &

Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

BETHEL UNITED METHODIST
1267 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.
Sun Worship 9.30 a.m. & 2nd/4th Sun. at 6:00 p.m.

UNIVERSITY CHURCH OF CHRIST
801 North 12th Street
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
207 Robertson Road South
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
6:00 .m.
Sunda Worshi. 10:30

DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
505 Church Street • Dexter
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.

METHODIST

UNION GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
2081 Poor Farm Road
Sunday Bible Class 10:00 cm.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. 8 6:00 p.m.

WEST FORK MISSIONARY BAPTIST
5179 Hwy. 121 North
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LUTHERAN

KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
3923 Kirksey Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
51 Oakcrest Drive
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

PENTECOSTAL

BETHEL PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
407 Bethel Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m

IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
100 South 15th
Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

NEW PROVIDENCE CHURCH OF CHRIST
60 Christian Lane • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

WAYMEN CHAPEL
407 Barnett Street • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m : Worship 11:00 a m

JEHOVAH S WITNESSES
1052 State Route 121 North
Public Talk 9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study 10:30 a.m.

HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
976 Jackson Road • Almo
Sunday Bible Class 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

NEW CONCORD CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday Bible Classes 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
229 Rowlett Trail
Sunday School 11:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 a.m

BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
9950 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS

MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
586 Parker Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST
122 Spruce Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
6867 US Hwy. 641 North • Hardin
Sunday School 8:00, 9:15 & 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 800. 9:15. 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Corner of 3rd & Maple
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m.

HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
301 Center Street • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 9:00 a.m
Sunday Worship 9:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MASONS CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
84 Murray Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 am.; Worship 11:00 a m

TEMPLE HILL UNITED METHODIST
3878 Almo-Shiloh Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:00 am.

MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
411 Maple Street
Sun. School 9:00 am Worship 10:00 a.m.

GREEN PLAIN CHURCH OF CHRIST
3980 Murray-Paris Road • Hazel
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED METHODIST
1619 Martin Chapel Road
Sunday School 10:15 a.m.; Worship 9:00 a m

SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE UNITED METHODIST
5671 Crossland Road
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.; Worship 10:45 a m

HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
5623 Hwy. 641 North
Sunday Praise/Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
1101 Glendale Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 9:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

LYNN GROVE UNITED METHODIST
37 Browns Grove Road
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 9:30 cm

PALESTINE UNITED METHODIST
2356 Palestine Church Road • Dexter
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:45 a.m. & 6:00 p.m

HARVEST LAND CITY GATE
1714 Plainview Drive
Wednesday Worship 6:30 p.m.
Saturday Worship 6:00 p.m.

FRIENDSHIP CHURCH OF CHRIST
50 Kirk Ridge Road
Sunday Bible Study 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST CHURCH
6504 Airport Road • Kirksey
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1614 State Route 121 North
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

INDEPENDENT

DEXTER CHURCH OF CHRIST
157 Walnut Street South • Dexter
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:30 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

NORTHSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
889 Radio Road • Almo
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
6483 State Route 94 East
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ST JOHN'S EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1620 West Main Street
Sunday School 9:00 a.m.; Worship 10:30 a.m

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
1634 Main Street
Sunday School 10:30 a.m.; Worship 10:30

NEW PROVIDENCE BAPTIST CHURCH
90 Providence Lane • Hazel
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

CHERRY CORNER BAPTIST CHURCH
822 Cherry Corner Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

EPISCOPAL

titaisTi‘N SCIENCE SEM ICES

NEW MT. CARMEL BAPTIST CHURCH
2755 State Route 121 South
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.& 6:00 p.m.

BLOOD RIVER BAPTIST CHURCH
Dunbar Road (Hwy.444) • New Concord
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

East Main Street

MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Campus Ministry to Students of MSU
1508 Chestnut Street
Sunday 8 Wednesday Worship 7:00 p.m.

MT. HOREB FREEWILL BAPTIST
200 Walnut Street
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.; Worship 11:00 a.m.

BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
232 Artesian Drive • New Concord
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m.

1804 State Route 121 North •(270) 753-88.88 I

Email wallyellerehitheecom to acquire more details.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
906 Main Street
Sunday School 9:40 a.m.
Sunday Worship 10:50 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF GOD

Heritage Chapel

Limited space does remain for your busassatlelmtemas•participant in making this informative diectory possible.

LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
1871 Locust Grove Road
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Sunday Worship 11:00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.

\M I.\'ISIS
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
1408 Sycamore
Saturday Worship 9:30 a.m.
Saturday Sabbath School 10:30 a.m.

www.imesmiller.com

Bethel Unitarittetlii5dist — 1267 Bethel Rd., Murray, Ky

Murray
270-753-9383
Larisa Bierds, DVM
Open 800-5.00
Monday-Saturday
24 HR. EMERGENCY
270-753-4830

2477 Stab

203 South 4th Street • Murray
270-753-1854•‘tv(ii.lbeinurray.org

Routs 94 East • Murray

Murray's Favorite Steakhouse!
Glendale Road
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Church of Christ
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Church

Bulletins

Various churches have released information concerning their worship services for the coming weekend as follows:
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: The Rev.
April Watson, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service.
Sinking Spring Baptist: The morning worship service is at 11
am. and evening services are at 6 p.m. Wednesday service is at
6:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist: Worship services are at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on
Sunday and at 7 p.m. on Wednesday. Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. The church is at 2191 Kentucky 94 E., Murray.
Dexter Baptist: David Little, pastor, will speak at both the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian: A worship service will
be held at 11 a.m. at the church, 2674 Magness Road. Sunday
School will be at 10 a.m
..
Spirit of Christ: Kevin Trebing, pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9:45 a.m. For
more information call 270-761-4815.
Higher Praise Worship Center: The pastor is E.F. Cleve.
Morning worship is at 10:30 a.m. and evening worship is at 6 p.m.
Williams Chapel Church of Christ: Sunday morning worship
service is at 10 a.m. Sunday Bible study is at 9 a.m. The church is
located west of Murray in the Lynn Grove community, 7793
Kentucky 94W.
Kirksey United Methodist Church: David Allbritten, pastor,
will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at
10 a.m. Their website is www.kirkseyumc.org. For more information call 270-489-2910.
Palestine United Methodist Church: Robert McKinney, pastor,
will speak at the 10:45 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday
School will be at 9:45 a.m. For a ride to church,call Jimmy Burkeen
at 270-227-6373.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church: Rob [son, pastor. will speak at
the 8:45 a.m. and II a.m. worship services. The church is located at
749 Poplar Springs Drive.
Lynn Grove United Methodist Church: Sunday School will be
at 9 a.m. Worship service, lead by Rev. Samantha Hall, will be at
9:30 a.m. The church is located just off Kentucky 94W.in the Lynn
Grove community at 37 Browns Grove Road. There will be a
Community Thanksgiving service and meal at 6 p.m.
St. Leo Parish: Vigil Mass will be at 5 p.m. Saturday. A Spanish
Mass will be at 6:30 p.m. Saturday. Sunday Masses will begin at 8
a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bethany Baptist Church: Sunday School will be at 10 a.m.
Pastor David Cunningham will lead morning worship at II a.m. The
church is located at 232 Artesian Dr., New Concord.
Old Salem Road Missionary Baptist Church: Mark Dillon is
the pastor. Sunday worship service is at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at

American Legion
Oratorical Contest to
be held in January
Special to the Ledger
High school students under
the age of 20 are eligible to
compete in the 2015 American
Legion Oratorical Contest. The
scholarships available in this
contest include an $18,000
scholarship for the national winner; $16,000 scholarship for
second place and $14.000 for
third. Additional scholarships
are distributed to district, area
and department (state) winners
and runners-up.
During the first phase,contestants are required to speak on
some aspect of the Constitution
of the United States with an
emphasis on duties and obligations of citizens to our government. This portion is called the
"Prepared Oration," and must be
eight to ten minutes in duration.
The same subject and oration
used at the district contest must
also be used at the area, department (state), and national contests.
The second phase is called the
"Assigned Topic," where each
student must be prepared to
speak for three to five minutes
on any of the four assigned topics. The assigned topics for this
Year's contest are amendments
five, six, eight and 19.
Additional information about

the contest is available at
www.kylegion.org.
The District One contest will
be Sunday, Jan. 25, 2015, at 2
p.m. in Murray. The site will be
provided to contestants and is
contingent upon the number of
contestants.
District
One
includes the counties of Ballard,
Caldwell, Calloway, Carlisle,
Crittenden, Fulton, Graves.
Hickman, Livingston. Lyon,
Marshall, McCracken and
Trigg.
Students who would like to
participate in this year's contest
must send their contact information which should include name,
phone number, email address
and school, no later than Friday,
Jan. 16, 2015. Send this information to usmc1965@bellsouth.net or call Mark Kennedy,
District One coordinator ai 270752-3333.

10 a.m.,Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m..and Wednesday night
services are at 6:30 p.m.
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church: Ronnie Burkeen is
the pastor. For more information or a ride call 270- 753-7060,270753-3949 or 270-227-1566.
Goshen United Methodist: Rev. David Allbritten will speak at
the 9 a.m. worship service On "in Those Days" with scripture from
Mark 13:24-37. Sunday night Bible Study and youth activities for
both Goshen and Kirksey United Methodist will meet at Kirksey
United Methodist Church at 4:30 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ: Jason Hart will speak at the 9
a.m. worship service on "The Thankful Family," with scripture from
Colossians 3:12-15. At the 6 p.m. service, Jason Hart will speak on
"Seven Habits of Godly Grandparents," with scripture from
Proverbs 17:6.
Memorial Baptist: Martin Severns will speak at the 8:30 a.m. and
10:50 a.m. worship services. The evening service will be at 6 p.m.
First United Methodist: Dr. Rick C. Dye will speak at the 8:45
a.m. and 11 a.m. services on "End of the World,Again," with scripture from Mark 13:24-37. Sunday School will be at 9:50 a.m.
Greater Hope Baptist Church: Rev.Timothy Davis, pastor, will
speak at the 11 a.m. service. The chuch is located at 711 River
Road, South Fourth Street.
West Fork Baptist: Rev. Randy Kuykendall,Pastor, will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday School will be at 10 a.m. and
the evening service is at 6 p.m. Wednesday prayer service is at 7
p.m. Kenneth Greer is Minister of Music. The church is located on
Kentucky 121 North at Stella.
First Presbyterian: Rev. Dr. Renee Meyer will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 9:30 a.m.
Westside Baptist: Matt Ellis, pastor, will speak at the 10:30 a.m.
worship service.
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist: Eugene Nichols will
speak at the 10:45 a.m. service. Youth, K-12, will meet Wednesday
from 5:30-7 p.m.
Life Community Church: Meets at the Woodmen of the World
building, C.C. Lowry Drive. The worship leader is Gary McClure
and Chuck Houston is the pastor. This Sunday we will look at Like
a Child, on the subject of salvation at 9:30 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Wednesday night youth, Switch, meets at 6:30 p.m. LifeGroups
meet throughout the week. For more information, www.LifeCC.Me.
Grace Baptist: Jim Simmons, Interim Pastor, will speak at the
10:45 a.m. worship service on "Where is Your Citizenship?" with
scripture from Philippians 3:17. Special music will be by Myriah
Snyder. Simmons will speak at the 6 p.m. worship service on
"God's Way is the Right Way," scripture from Psalm 23:3. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
Scotts Grove Baptist: John Denham,pastor. will speak at the 11

am.and 5 p.m. worship services.
First Baptist: Michael Sugg,student Pastor, will speak at the 8:30
and 11 a.m. services. Boyd Smith,Pastor of Prayer, will speak at the
5:30 pm. service. University students and young adults worship
service will be at 7.p.m. in the Net building. across from the sanctuary. Bible study will be at 9:45 am.
Friendship Church of Christ: Johnny Parker will speak at the 11
a.m. and 5 p.m. worship services.
Northside Baptist Church: Pastor Brett Miles will speak at the
10 am. and 6 p.m. worship services. Sunday School will be at 9
a.m.
Hazel Church of Christ: Mackie Gallimore, minister, will speak
at the 9:50 a.m. service on "The Baptisms of the Bible," with scripture from Matthew 28:18-20. At the 6 p.m. service, Gallimore will
speak on "Standing Strong in the Armour of God." with scripture
from Ephesians 6:10-24.
Locust Grove Baptist: Ryker Wilson will speak at 11 a.m. service.
Good Shepherd United Methodist Church: Rev.Tim Escue,pastor, will speak at the 11 a.m. worship service. Adult Sunday School
is at 10 a.m.
Bethel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will speak at the
9:30 a.m. worship service. Sunday School is at 10:30 a.m.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist: Rev. Sam Chambers will
speak at the worship service at 11 a.m. Sunday School is at 10 a.m.
Calvary Temple Pentecostal: Pastor Darrell Young will speak at
the 11 a.m. worship service. Sunday evening worship begins at 6:30
p.m. Bible study and youth services meet Wednesdays at 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple is located on U.S.641 South of Murray.
First Christian (Disciples): Rev. Dr. Ruth Ragovin is the minister. The 10:15 a.m. service will be a congregation led service Advent One:'The Hanging of the Greens."
University Church of Christ: Charley Bazzell will speak at the
10 a.m. service. Sunday School will be at 9 am.
Elm Grove Baptist Church: Pastor Brad Burns will speak at the
10 a.m. worship service. Sunday school begins at 9 a.m. and
Sunday evening worship is at 6 p.m. Wednesday service includes a
meal for all children through 12th grade from 5:45-6:30 p.m.
Classes begin at 6:30 p.m..
Hazel United Methodist Church: Pastor April Arnold will speak
at the 9:45 a.m. service on "Hope," with scripture from Mark 13:2437. Special music will be by Kenneth McClarty and Cynthia Morris.
Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church: Pastor April Arnold
will speak at the 11 a.m. service on "Hope," with scripture from
Mark 13:24-37. Special music will be provided by the Choir of
Mason's Chapel.

I-n our

CHURCHES
Gospel group to sing at Salem Baptist
The gospel group, "For Heavens Sake," will perform at Salem
Baptist Church, Lynn Grove, on Sunday, Nov. 30, at 6 p.m. The
public is invited to attend.

Holiday Bazaar at Calvary Temple
Calvary Temple Pentecostal Church, U.S. 641 South, will have a
holiday bazaar Saturday, Dec. 6, from 8 a.m. until 1 p.m. Baked
goods and homemade ornaments will be for sale along with gently
used yard sale items.

Thanksgiving dinner at Russell Chapel
The community is invited to the first annual Neighborhood
Thanksgiving Dinner to be held at Russell Chapel United Methodist
church,229 Rowlett Trail on Saturday, Nov. 29,at 5 p.m. For more
information,call 270-970-8412 or 270-293-2517.

Fifth Sunday Celebration in Song
Sunday, Nov. 30, at 6:30 p.m., Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church will host a Fifth Sunday Celebration in Song. Several
church and local groups will be featured. Refreshments will follow
in the Annex. The public is invited to attend.

Live Nativity to be presented
The Calloway County Cluster of United Methodist Churches will
present a Live Nativity at the Bill Cherry Exposition Center Friday,
Dec. 5,and Saturday, Dec.6,from 6-9 p.m. each night.

MURRAY
COMMUNITY KITCHEN
"fre Welcostel

SUNDAYS 12:30 TO 1:30
at
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

'
'Come Celebrate Christmas
show to be presented
The David Johnson Chorus,from Dresden,Tennessee, will bring,
its "Come Celebrate Christmas" show to Murray on Saturday, Dec.
6. The concert will be at 7 p.m. at the University Church of Christ.
The show will be a mixture of new holiday songs, familiar
Christmas standards and a few surprises including the possibility of
some international guests. No admission will be charged.
The David Johnson Chorus is an auditioned traveling chorus of 30
voices from northwest Tennessee and southwest Kentucky. In 2012.
they won three Silver Diplomas at the World Choir Games in
Cincinnati, Ohio.

FUMC to present Christmas Cantata
The Chancel Choir of First United Methodist Church will present
its annual Christmas Cantata with orchestra on Sunday. Dec. 7, at
the 11 a.m. worship service. The choir will perform "Canticles in
Candlelight," a cantata by Joseph M. Martin, under the direction of
Pamela Wurgler. The public is invited to attend.
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We would hA,c t thank thefollowing churches,groups and businessesfor their
support, donation and teams in 2014.
• Brooks hapel • CFSB .First United Methodist Church • First Baptist
• Heritage Bank • Kirksey UMC• Kopperud Realty • Laker Food Service
• I m manual Lutheran Church • Keller Williams Realty
• liberty Cumberland Presbyterian • Mason's Chapel UMC
• the Murray Bank. Murray Woman's Club• Nannette Durham Family
• Oak Grove Cumberland Presbyterian • Russell Chapel UMC
• St. John Episcopal•Sirloin Stockade• South Pleasant Grcme UMC
• Westside Baptist • Tigers Serving Christ • Wesley Foundation

11 you would like to spon.t )r a team, make donations or serve at
Community Kitchell please contact Dana Stonecipher at 270-753-0392
or Dennis Milk at 270 21- 2.197.
For I was hungry and you gave mefood, I was thirsty and you gave me a drink,
I was a stranger and you welcomed me.
Matthew 25:35

One Free Coat Per Person
As Long As Supply Lasts.

Coatsfor all sizes,
children 6.adult.

NEW CONCORD
CHURCH OF CHRIST
121 Artesian Dr.• New Coniord. KY -12076
170-136-5635
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Either you're going
to make it out in sports,
you're going to go to jail,
or you're going to be dead.
I ran with basketball.
I used basketball as my
way to make it out."

"

- JONATHAN FAIRELL
Forward, MSU men's basketball

No SILVER SPOON
Fairell paves his own road
to leave Miami streets
By RYAN RICHARDSON
Sports Writer
Editor's Note: There are a lot of things people don't know about
Jonathan Fairell, but he doesn't like talking about it.
"1 don't want anybodyfeeling sorryfor me," he says.
He usually only tells his story to people going through a rough
time, but he shared it with me last week.
There's so much more that could have been included, but space
simply wouldn't allow it.
His dreams were crushed, but he's overcome injuries and adversity to come out on top.
Most kids don't escape the streets of Miami. He did.
Don'tfeel sorry for him. That's not what he wants.
Take it, instead, as a symbol ofhope that good things truly can happen to good people.
This is only part of his story.
ake up, get ready, go to
school early.
Then, it was time for football.
When he was young, Jonathan Fairell
submerged himself in the sport.
It was half by his own choice, half
by necessity.
He grew up deep in football country
in the northern pan of Miami, Florida the rough part.
Fairell spent most of his time in Carol
City with his mom, but stayed many
weekends and some weekdays in nearby Opa-locka with his dad and brothers.
Both are neighborhoods in Miami
Gardens, home of the Miami Dolphins'
Sun Life Stadium.
"Down there, that's all you know is
football,football,football," Fairell said.
-That's all Florida breathes, is football."
All the kids played football because
for the most part, all of their dads
played. All of their dad's dads played,
too, carrying on a tradition dating back
for generations.
So it's not unusual that Fairell dedicated his spare time to the game, waking up in plenty of time to toss a ball
around for an hour or so before classes
started when he was in elementary and
middle school.
Only, they didn't always have a football. As most kids do, they improvised.
"We just got a water bottle or
Gatorade bottle, filled it up with sand
and used that as a football - just
because we love football," he said.

W

RYAN RICHARDSON / Ledger & Times

hopes to make it to the next level.
Jonathan Fairell taught himself how to play the game of basketball. Now, he

"We'd go to class sweaty, but we didn't
care, we just wanted play football."
Elaireil wanted to make it big
time, all the way to the pros.
He had the NFL locked in his sights,
but his path ultimately led to a different
destination.
In a practice during his sophomore
year, Fairell made unusual contact with
a teammate.
"My body froze up," he said. "I just
went into shock and I fell backwards,
and I couldn't get up."
He thought he was paralyzed, and he
was crying when the ambulance came.
The doctors gave him an injection, his
body relaxed, and he had feeling again.
Back on track, he thought.
Things were going well and the injury
was long gone by the next year.
In another practice, this time as a junior, all hopes of professional football
faded away.
Fairell suffered the same injury and
was later told he couldn't play anymore.
"They said I couldn't play football
anymore, and it just crushed my
dreams," he said. "Growing up in
Miami, everybody wants to play football."
He still hasn't completely gotten over
losing his chance on the gridiron, but
taking up basketball has given Fairell a
whole new purpose.
See FAIRELL 11A

MUSIC CITY CHALLENGE

Racers set to play in Music City Challenge
From MSU ATHLETICS
The Racers get their first chance to
bounce back from a tough road loss to
Xavier when they play in a three-game
tournament this weekend.
The Music City Challenge, played at
Municipal Auditorium in Nashville,
Tennessee, will feature Murray State
(Ohio Valley). Drake (Missouri Valley).
Portland (West Coast) and Valparaiso
(Horizon).
They will play a round-robin format,so
all teams will have a chance to play each
other.
"We're excited to be part of the
Challenge In Music City," Murray State
Head Coach Steve Prohm said. "It's a
great opportunity for us to play in a
multi-team event on a neutral floor and
test our team against three very good
teams from good conferences."
The schedule calls for the Drake
Bulldogs and Valparaiso Crusaders to
meet in the first game(Nov.28)at 5 p.m.,
with the Racers meeting Portland in the
second game.
has the Portland
Day two (Nov.

r)

Pilots and Drake meeting in the 5 p.m. way, MSU played a close game in a 77game with Murray State facing 74 loss to Houston on opening night
(Nov. 14) and struggled in a Monday loss
Valparaiso in the late game.
match
in Cincinnati against a rising Xavier
Day three (Nov. 30) will
Portland and Valparaiso in a 1 p.m. tip, squad 89-62.
Cameron Payne and Jarvis Williams
with the Racers meeting Drake afterthe Racers in the scoring departlead
wards.
ment, each with more than 18 points per
game.
Murray State Racers
They're first and second in the OVC.
Murray, Ky.- Enrollment 10,943
Payne has 19 assists and 16 steals in the
2013-14: 23-11 (13-3 Ohio Valley
Conference - 1st West Division/2nd first four games.
Overall)
Head Coach: Steve Pmhm. 75-23 at
Drake Bulldogs
MSU
Des Moines. Iowa — Enrollment 5,348
The Murray State Racers are coming
2013-14: 15-16(6-12 MVC — 8th)
off a 2013-14 season where they rode a
Head Coach: Ray Giacoletti, 15-16 at
hot streak in postseason play all the way Drake
the
of
championship
the
to
The Drake University men's basketball
Collegelnsider.com Tournament.
team is set to begin its second season
The Racers were 23-11 and return four under head coach Ray Giacoletti after
starters from the team that produced their going 15-16 in 2013-14.
fifth-straight 20-win season and 27th
The Bulldogs return eight players from
straight winning season.
that roster and add a highly touted class
In the first four games of the season, of recruits to the mix for the upcoming
MSU knocked off Middle Tennessee season including the return of Gary
(Nov. 18) on the road and scored a tunein See RACERS, IlA
up win over Brescia(Nov. 20). Alopg the

RYAN RICHARDSON / Ledger & Times

Murray State's Jeffery Moss (right) looks to make a pass during the
Racers' loss at Xavier Monday night
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•Fairell...
From Page 10A

MSU BASKETBALL
going to the gym even in the
early hours of the morning.
JemPierre had to leave for personal reasons, though, so it was
once again up to Fairell to make
his own way.
"Everything he had taught me
in that time period before he left,
just ran with it," Fairell said."I
just did the same drills, did the
same fundamentals, did the
same shooting form and everything until I was repping it by
myself every day."
After an average freshman season, Fairell broke out in his second year at the junior college.
Offers started rolling in from
both mid-major and high-major
schools.
Fairell chose Murray State
University.

ike most kids, Fairell
picked up his first basketball when he was young, shooting with two hands at a goal that
was far too high.
He had played basketball at
the parks with his dad and brothers through the years, but never
participated in an organized
league.
It wasn't until his junior year_
after having to give up football —
that Fairell took up the new
sport for real.
"1 was one of the biggest kids
in school,and I didn't want to be
big for nothing," he kiid.
Size got him started, but from
there, he had to teach himself
how to play.
"I didn't really have anybody
to teach me the fundamentals or
t was like day and night,
teach me anything about basketFairell said,comparing rural
ball," he said. "When I first
started playing, I was just good Murray, Kentucky,to the crimefor blocking shots and rebound- ridden streets of Miami.
He welcomed it, though. He
ing and running the floor."
Fairell had been so engulfed in wanted to broaden his horizon.
In Florida, Fairell — like most
football, he didn't know many
of the rules or terms when he area residents — witnessed
crimes often, including stabfirst started blifftetball.
He didn't know what a back bings and robberies.
In Carol City, it's normal to
court violation was. Or the threesecond rule in the paint. Or the fall asleep to the sounds of
screaming in the streets.
five-second defensive rule.
Murray provided a sanctuary,
So, he learned. He trained. He
a quiet place to escape from all
got bigger.
It wasn't long before he was the bad things to which he'd
become accustomed.
starting on the varsity team.
Some nights, he goes to the
College was looming ever
closer, though, and Fairell had a farm and watches the sunset. He
just thinks. He can finally focus.
late start.
"Back at home, you here peoHe had banked on playing
football somewhere, but that ple screaming outside," he said.
"You hear the kids fighting. You
option was far removed.
Still, one door hung open for hear gunshots. There's a lot of
Fairell, and he slipped — for the things to distract you. Out here,
it's just quiet. You tune in."
most part — quietly through.
Without the distractions,
iberto JemPierre was Fairell has gotten his priorities
like a big brother and best straight.
Wake up. Go to class. Grab
friend to Fairell.
At the time, JemPierre was on lunch. Practice. Study hall.
the coaching staff at Indian Sleep. Repeat.
It's not that he doesn't care
River State College in Florida.
It was the only scholarship about all the other things college
Fairell was offered out of high students typically do — he still
school. He had missed the enjoys hanging out in his free
training camps,and few people time — but he's fine with missing
knew who he was because of out if he has other obligations.
his late start.
"I've got my priorities
He felt likeahe most undetrat-.. Poiret! said. "School, basketball
ed player coming out of Miami- and whatever comes after basDade County when he graduated ketball."
in 2011.
Fairell made the most of the
e'll miss Murray after
chance presented to him.
graduation. but he'll
He went to the park on his come back. It's home now. The
own to improve his game and people opened their arms and
work out.
held him close. He'll forever be
JemPierre began up help him. a Racer.
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Looking back, fairell gies all
the credit to God.
His mom nearly died at work
years ago,but God kept her alive,
he said. She's changed,too.
Fairell said he used to think his
mom was out doing stupid
things. Now,she's saved on goes
to church every Sunday.
He wasn't around his dad as
much, but he's glad he at least
had a father figure. Now, Fairell
is in a position to take over his
dad's business, if he wants to.
Of his five older brother's,two
are in prison. Two are at home
doing nothing. One is an Atlanta
police Officer.
Fairell said he doesn't hold
anything againstany of his family. They weren't in the best
position to help him.
And yet, despite long odds,he
made itout on his own.
He went from bad grades and
hanging out with the wrong
crowds on the streets of Miami
to focusing on school at a
Division I university.
He went from a chubby kid
that was made fun of to a 6 foot,
7 inch, muscle-packed basketball player that people wouldn't
dare to insult.
He gives all the glory of his
success to God.
ooking forward, be
leaves his future in God's
hands.
Maybe he'll play professionally, whether it's the NBA or an
overseas league.
Maybe it means getting a normal 9-5 job. Or going to the military. Or taking over his dad's
business.
Perhaps. even, he'll become a
police officer like his brother.
That was a childhood idea onto
which he still holds.
No matter what, Fairell is
ready. He won't forget how he
got here. though.
"1 think about how God
blessed me to go through the
things I went through and still
overcome," he said. "I believe
he wanted me to tell my story
one day."
He doesn't really tell people
his .story, he said.
ly
only shares it with
that
are going through a toug time.
"I'm not that type of guy — I
don't want you to feel sorry for
me, you know?" he said.
"Everybody's got a background
where they came from. Either
it's tough, or you had a good
life, a silver spoon. I didn't have
a silver spoon."
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MSU to face
Ball State in
Classic
Ile Murray State women's basketball team will travel to
Muncie,Indiana for the Ball State
Cardinal Classic Tournament,
where they will face Ball State
Saturday Nov. 29 at 1:30 p.m.
The Racers will then face the
winner of Duquesne and Jackson
State Saturday Nov. 30.
The series between the
Cardinals and Racers are tied 2-2.
Murray State
The Racers defeated Lipscomb
74-71 Tuesday at the CFSB
Center.
Ke'Shiman James and Keiona
Kirby recorded 18 points apiece,
along with Netanya Jackson and
Olivia Cunningham adding 10
points each.
James led the team with eight
rebounds, as the team outrebounded Lipscomb by four.
The Racers shot 317 from the
field, while holding the Lady
Bison to .413.
Ball State
Ball State has started off their
2014-15 campaign 1-2 with a loss
to Purdue and Louisville, while
getting a win against Evansville.
Nathalie Fontaine is averaging
17.0 points per game, along with
Jill Morrison averaging .16.3
points per game.
The team is .489 making field
goals.
Duquesne
The Dukes have started off the
season 1-3. They have taken losses against Princeton, #23
Syracuse and Green Bay, and
they defeated Howard.
April Robinson is averaging
16.0 points per game while averaging 5.75 assists per game.
Jackson State
The Lady Tigers ire 0-4 on this
season falling to Arkansas State,
Louisiana State, Mercer, and
University of Central Arkansas.
. The team is averaging 49.2
points per game on a 315 clip.
Ke'ra St. John and Ayanna HardyFuller are both averaging 7.8
points per game.
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From Page 10A
Ricks,Jr.
The sharpshooter got off to a
phenomenal start last season
before suffering a season-ending
injury in December.
With him in the lineup, the
Bulldogs started the season with a
10-3 record that included winning
the Fresno State Classic
Championship
over
Thanksgiving weekend.

game.
Alec Wintering was among the
WCC leaders in both assists and
steals as a true freshman point
guard, while junior guard Bryce
Pressley was second in the league
in three-point percentage (.457).
The Pilots finished in the top-20
nationally in three-point percentage (.393).
Portland adds four incoming
freshmen to a veteran roster that
will feature six seniors.

Portland Pilots
Portland, Oregon — Enrollment
3,812
2013-14: 15-16 (7-11 WCC6th)
Head Coach: Eric Reveno, 1 1 1 142 at Portland
Head coach Eric Reveno
returns four starters and nine lettermen from a 2013-14 team that
finished 15-16 overall, tied for
sixth in the West Coast
Conference standings,and posted
signature wins over Gonzaga and
BYU.
The team returns seven of its
eight leading scorers, including
senior guard Kevin Bailey who
averaged a team-best 16.5 points
per game and is a three-year
starter.
Senior center Thomas vas der
Mars, also a three-year starter,
had a breakout junior year and
earned All-WCC honorable mention honors after averaging 133
points and 7/ rebounds per

Valparaiso Crusaders
Valparaiso,
Indiana
Enrollment 4018
2013-14: 18-16 (9-7 Horizon —
4th)
Head Coach: Bryce Drew, 6636 at Valparaiso
The Valparaiso men's basketball team enters the 2014-15 season coming off of its fourth consecutive postseason appearance.
'The Crusaders, who have won
66 games in head coach Bryce
Drew's three seasons at the helm
of the program,return nine letterwinners from last season's 18-win
squad,including Horizon League
All-Freshman Team honorees
Alec Peters (12.7 ppg, 4.8 rpg)
and Lexus Williams(63 ppg,2.4
aP8)Also back in the middle for
Vaipo is senior Vashil Fernandez,
who blocked 58 shots last season,
fourth-most in a single year in
program history.
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NFL

Sherman's big
night leads
Seattle past
49ers again

Johnson shines
in Detroit's
34-17 win
over Chicago

By JANIE McCAULEY
AP Sports Writer

By NOAH TRLST1ER
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT (AP) — After a week of
questions about his limited production
of late, Calvin Johnson lifted Detroit's
offense with an emphatic reminder
that he's still one of the game's most
dynamic players.
Johnson caught 11 passes for 146
yards with a pair of first-half touchdowns, and the Lions boosted their
postseason hopes with a 34-17 victory
over the Chicago Bears on Thursday.
Johnson had been held under 60
yards in two of three games since
returning from an ankle injury, and
there were rumblings that the 29-yearold receiver was slowing down, but he
quieted a lot of those concerns with
perhaps his best game of the season.
"Guys still believe in what we got
going here," Johnson said. "We had a
good week of practice — it was a very
short week, but we were very detailed
in what we did on the field, coaches
taking care of us. It's our part to come
out here and do our job on the field."
After losing at Arizona and New
England and falling out of first place
in the NFC North, the Lions (8-4)
spotted Chicago a 14-3 first-quarter
lead before rallying with relative ease
in the second.
Detroit finished with a season-high
474 yards in its highest-scoring game
since a 35-14 victory over the New
York Giants in its opener.
Joique Bell ran for two touchdowns
for the Lions, and Jay Cutler threw
two TD passes for Chicago (5-7).
Detroit's Matthew Stafford went 34
of 45 for 390 yards with the two
touchdown passes to Johnson.
The Lions have now won back-toback games on Thanksgiving after losing their previous nine. They beat
Green Bay 40-10 last year.
That victory' over the Packers was
Detroit's only win in its final seven
games last season as the Lions frittered away a playoff spot.
They are again in mix for the postseason this year, and Thursday's game
was their first of three in a row at
home — all against teams with losing
records.

TOm SHARP / AP photo
Philadelphia Eagles LeSean McCoy (25) celebrates in front of Dallas Cowboys' Barry Church (42) as he
sprints into the end zone for a touchdown during the second half.

Eagles roll over Cowboys 33-10
By SCHUYLER DIXON
AP Sports Writer
ARLINGTON,Texas(AP) — LeSean
McCoy is looking more like the NFL
rushing champion of a year ago, and
Mark Sanchez is getting more comfortable in Philadelphia's offense.
McCoy ran for 159 yards and a touchdown. Sanchez had his first scoring run
in almost three years and the Eagles beat
the Dallas Cowboys 33-10 in a
Thanksgiving battle of NFC East coleaders Thursday.
The Eagles (9-3) opened with quick
drives of 80 and 88 yards for touchdowns. They took sole possession of the
division lead with four games remaining,
including a rematch in less than three
weeks.
Tony Romo looked ragged in the first
quick turnaround for his surgically
repaired back as the Cowboys (8-4) lost
their third straight home game.
McCoy, who led the NFL with 1,604
yards last season,had his fourth 100-yard
game in the past seven after going with-

out one the first five weeks and secured
his fourth 1,000-yard season since 2010.
Although his deficit to Dallas'
DeMarco Murray in the rushing race is
probably insurmountable. McCoy outgained Murray, who was held under 100
yards for just the second time this season.
McCoy averaged 6.4 yards on 25 carries on the same field where he clinched
the rushing title last December while the
Eagles beat the Cowboys in a playoffsor-bust finale.
Murray finished with 73 yards and
Dallas' only touchdown on 20 carries,the
last a 6-yard loss when he was dropped
by Mychal Kendricks on fourth-and-1
early in the fourth quarter.
Making his fourth start since Nick
Foles was sidelined by a broken collarbone,Sanchez was 9 of 11 for 99 yards in
the first quarter. That included a 27-yard
scoring pass to Jordan Matthews when
Sanchez hit the rookie in stride on a
crossing route for a 14-0 lead. Sanchez
finished 20 of 29 for 217 yards with a
touchdown and no interceptions.
The Cowboys looked a little sluggish

following a kickoff that came about 90
hours after their dramatic 31-28 victory
at the New York Giants on Sunday night.
Murray had room to run at times but
couldn't break one longer than 9 yards.
Romo had plenty of time to throw most
of the day, but one time in the first half
tossed a third-down pass to nobody in
particular, giving the ball back to the
Eagles when the Cowboys were having
trouble stopping them.
Playing on short rest for the first time
since December back surgery. and yet
another injury on a sack against
Washington last month. Romo looked
skittish at times.
The 34-year-old quarterback essentially sat down in the pocket with nobody in
position to sack him on a third-down play
after Jeremy Mincey recovered McCoy's
fumble at the Philadelphia 13 on the second play of the second half.
The Cowboys had to settle for a field
goal, and Philadelphia answered immediately on McCoy's 38-yard scoring run,
putting the Eagles up 30-10 on their third
touchdown drive of at least 80 yards.
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The Mwray Notary Chi invites you and yew peep to participate in ow

43rd annual Christmas Parade on Saturday, December 6,2014.
Commenity participation and support is what makes this such a unique and wonderld
evert Please decorate your iloat or unit with a Magic/al theme in mind.Itemmier thmeb
• only on Santa Claus in the parade and the Notary Deb MN provide Mu
Sdrool grooms,church gimps,civic organizations, bands and musk peeps are ail ibrited to
enter the parade. Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded to the first three pbres
three &Visions: Churdi/geligion, Civic/Ovb Organizations, and Commerdal Dirtion.
The Notary04 Christmas Parade offers your organization an excellent way to have pewits
and maybe raise some money at the sanw time. Since we are asking you to go abort
and beyond with your decorating, we are raising the prize money.
First place in each division will receive $200,second place in each division
will receive $150, and third place in each division MN receive $100.

ThePere*efidelly starts at 1000ca.Pere*atria Amid be
fer Nee-ep start*at900cm.The pinerylie realer nate este
Nile Streetis N. tOti Street. Ittneever,yearveep ell be aretedeiby
Mertes ea ThersIey,Oa.4th with e mitembereel he-up lotted/ea&

Call Aheadfor Group Seating
Complimentary Holiday Refreshments

Name of Entry:
Contact Person:
Address:
Phone:
Contact Name & Entry Description:

MAIL ENTRIES TO:
Hope Harbor Church
Highway 94 East
Murray,Kentucky 42071
800-646-6695
www.hopeltarborchurch,com

Adapted from Frank Capra'S
Christmas movie classic, this
Broadway style musical.drama
stage production features a cast
and crew of 100, special
sound effects, musk and dance.
Come celebrate the hope of
Christmas with us this season and
rediscover the importance of
every single life,
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Hope Harbor Church presents

SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP) —
Richard Sherman provided the
moment of the game Against the 49ers
once again, a mere 10 months after
his touchdown-saving deflection in
the NFC championship that sent the
Seattle Seahawks to the Super Bowl.
Sherman set up the only touchdown
with another key defensive play in
this heated rivalry, then made a second interception With the 49ers driving late, and the Seahawks ended a
five-game losing streak on San
Francisco's home field with a 19-3
win Thursday night.
The brash cornerback offered plenty without opening his mouth this
time: Blowing kisses to the crowd,
then putting a finger to his lips to
make the hush sign before waving
goodbye.
Steven Hauschka kicked four field
goals and the Seahawks' stout
defense held Colin Kaepernick and
Michael Crabtree in check as Seattle
(8-4) overcame 14 penalties for 105
yards, including an offensive pass
interference that negated a touchdown.
Russell Wilson passed for 236
yards and thoroughly outplayed
Kaepernick, who had one of his worst
performances for the 49ers (7-5) in a
game with high stakes for the teams'
playoff hopes.
"My team's all together, we are
buddies. It's a hard thing to do, winning on their turf," Wilson said. "The
NFC is not easy to win against. We
are excited about that opportunity."
After his second pick. Sherman
looked at those fans still remaining in
a
on
stadium
half-empty
Thanksgiving night and waved.
The Seahawks won by the identical
score they beat first-place Arizona
five days earlier.
"Their fans were saying some pretty vulgar things to us earlier, you
never want to hear that," Sherman
said.
Kaepernick was 16 for 29 for 121
yards and the 49ers were outgained
379-164.
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Cosby philanthropy shadowed by sexual allegations
LOS ANGF1 RS(AP) — Bill Cosby's record of big donations to
colleges and other institutions has been a key part of his rosy public image. But even his generosity can't stand apart from the rising
tide of allegations made by women accusing him of sexual assault.
A North Carolina school, High Point University, removed the 77year-old entertainer from its National Board of Advisors, a panel
that includes retired Gen. Colin Powell. The university referred to
Cosby as "one of the most influential performers of our time" when
it announced his appointment last July.
The Berklee College of Music said in a statement Monday that it
is "no longer awarding an online scholarship in Mr. Cosby's name.
The college has no further comment at this time."
More telling would be a decision by an institution to publicly
renounce any ofihe tens of millions of dollars that he and his wife,
Camille, have given over the years, or rejection of a new donation.
Neither has occurred.
"I don't want to belittle the implications of the accusations, but
nothing has been proven and he has not been charged," said Michael
Chatman, a philanthropy expert and founder of a speakers' bureau
on the field. Recipients of Cosby largesse are likely to adopt a waitand-see attitude because of that, he said.
If there was to be a verdict in a criminal or civil case,"I think you
would see a devastating effect in terms of his philanthropic and
charitable legacy," Chatman said. It's unlikely an institution, would
return a donation, he said, but new recipients could be expected to
carefully weigh the implications of accepting money.
There was no response from Cosby's publicist to a request for
comment. His attorney, Martin Singer, has called the growing number of sexual assault allegations "unsubstantiated" and "discredited"
and accused the media of vilifying the actor and comedian once
known as "America's dad" for his role as a loving patriarch on the
hit sitcom "The Cosby Show."
Cosby's legacy of giving is decades-old and extensive, topped by
a $20 million gift to Spelman College in 1988 and including,among
many other donations, $3 million to the Morehouse School of
Medicine; $1 million in 2004 to the U.S. National Slavery Museum
in Fredericksburg. Virginia; and $2 million from Cosby's wife,
Camille, to St. Frances Academy in Baltimore in 2005.
According to Internal Revenue Service filings, more than

$800,000 in scholarship grants were given through the William and
Camille Cosby Foundation from July 2000 to June 2013.
Earlier this month,the Cosbys loaned worts from their extensive
collection of African-American art to the Smithsonian Institution as
part of a National Museum of African Art exhibit scheduled to
remain on view through early 2016.
In a statement, the museum said it was aware of the controversy
surrounding Cosby.
"Exhibiting this important collection does not imply any position
on the serious allegations that have been made against Mr. Cosby.
The exhibition is centrally about the artworks and the artists who
created them," the museum said.
There have been no discussions about any changes surrounding
Cosby's gift to Spelman,the woman's college in Georgia,according
to Audrey Arthur,spokeswoman for Spelman. At the time,it was the
largest donation ever by a black donor to a historically black college, which later established an academic center named for Camille
Cosby and an endowed professorship for visiting scholars in Bill
Cosby's name.
A recent report on donations to the University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, where Cosby received his doctorate, indicates Bill and
Camille Cosby have given the school between $250,000 and
$499,999. Cosby also did a benefit performance in 2004 that raised
$1.5 million for UMass-Amherst, and last year was named an honorary co-chair of the school's $300 million fundraising campaign.
Cosby's status with the campaign has not changed, the university
said.
Temple University said Bill Cosby remains a trustee of the
Philadelphia institution, a position he's held since 1982. He's considered its most famous alum and has often spoken at commencement, drawing huge cheers.
A Temple spokesman confirmed the campus has no buildings
named for Cosby but does offer a $3,000 science scholarship named
for Cosby and his wife. He declined further comment on Cosby's
philanthropy.
In 2006,Cosby settled a lawsuit filed by a former Temple employee who alleged he drugged and fondled her at his suburban
Philadelphia mansion. Cosby was represented by Patrick O'Connor,
chairman of Temple's board of trustees..

AP Photo/Evan Vuoct

In this Nov. 6, 2014 file photo, Entertainer Bill Cosby gestures
during an interview about the upcoming exhibit,
Conversations: African and African-American Artworks in
Dialogue, at the Smithsonian's National Museum of African
Art, in Washington. Cosby's appearance at Tuscon's Desert
Diamond Casino has been canceled. No reason was given by
the casino for the canceled date, which had been scheduled
for Feb. 15. In the past week, numerous allegations of sexual abuse by Cosby from a number of women have led to canceled interviews and NBC and Netflix projects. The Cosby
Show" also was pulled off the air on TV Land. Cosby issued
a statement Sunday discrediting decades-old accusations
and his attorney has denied four of the allegations.

Aretha Franklin blasts author of unauthorized bio
NEW YORK (AP) — The Queen of Soul says don't waste your
money — or soul — on the recently released unauthorized biography about her.
In a statement, Aretha Franklin called David Ritz's "Respect: The
Life of Aretha Franklin," a "trashy book."
The two have a history of collaborating: Franklin and award-winning Ritz worked together on her 1999 biography, "Aretha: From
These Roots." He also won a Grammy Award for best album notes
for his wort on Franklin's 1992 box set, "Queen of Soul: The
Atlantic Recordings."
"As many of you are aware, there is a very trashy book out there

full of lies and more lies about me....(The writer's) actions are obviously vindictive because I edited out some crazy statements he had
the gall to try and put in my book written 15 years ago," the statement read. "Evidently, he has been carrying this hatred ever since."
In "Respect," Ritz writes about Franklin as teenage parent, her
own parents' separation, her battle with alcohol and more.
"The sensitive questions — Aretha's mother leaving family.Aretha
having two babies while still in her teens, Aretha being beaten by
her first husband ... were off-limits," Ritz writes in his new book
about working with Franklin for their 1999 effort. "In my view, my
two years of working on 'From These Roots' resulted in my failure

to actualize the great potential in Aretha's narration. I didn't do what
I set out to do."
Ritz has written a number of biographies, ranging from Etta James
to Rick James to Ray Charles. He has won the Ralph Gleason Music
Book Award four times, and last year he received the ASCAP
Timothy White Award for outstanding musical biography for the
Buddy Guy book,"When I Left Home." He has also authored many
novels, essays and articles.
He writes that Franklin brought up the idea of collaborating on a
follow-up to "From These Roots," but their ideas for the project
were different.
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-

RC Cola
Products

RC Cola
Products

Miracle

selected varieties

22-30oz jar
Philadelphia
Cream Cheese

Del Monte
Vegetables

$2.99

Kraft Singles

loz pkg. 41$5

Blue Bonnet
Margarine
Original or Light

:wormo
1
541 oz Pkg

2/$4

Red Baron
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The Friendliest Stores
in Town!! Where We
Treat You Like Family!

100%
=1-.'aTorl.b(04\Astg
01111N1110

IIPANirr

"Where Your Nei • hbors Are The Owners

Family of Stores

WESTERN UNION &
MONEY TRANSFER
The fastest way
to send money."'
We Accept all Major
Credit Cards,
WIC & EBT Cards
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CLASSIFIEDS
"AIL CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

Chelsea
Humphreys
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for all your
classified needs

ed immediately so corrections can

Kelp Wanted

Notice
ANY New Engine
Damell Marine Sales
Inc.
Nov. & Dec 2014
reduced
Overstock
Pncing.
New Evinrude Etec
and
90
Engines,
115HP in stock.
Want to repower and
cut fuel cost in half.
Call us Today.
5530 State Route 94E
5 Miles on Hwy 94E
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-3734

Don't forget to
pick up any
pictures that
you may have
submitted to
the
Murray Ledger
and Times.
Thank You
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

MEDICAL CENTER

RN, LPN & CMA's
Primary Care Medical Center is seeking
full-time and PRN RN(s), LPN(s), and/or
Medical Assistants with strong multi-tasking
ability, critical thinking and problem solving skills
to join a high volume patient and family
centered practice. Injection and phlembotomy
skills preferred. Must be able to work some
weekends.

CONSTRUCTION WORKERS
Robinson Construction Company is accepting
applications and resumes for carpenters, rod
busters, concrete finishers, structural welders
iron workers, millwrights, pipe fitters, pipe
welders, tube welders, tube benders, operators,.
crane operators, field engineers, foreman and
supenntendents for heavy industrial work. MSHA
training is helpful but not required. EOE.
Apply at 1821 Peartree Lane, Hopkinsville KY
42240, call Scott at 573-571-5128,
or email resumes to
kossell @robinsonconstruction.com

DISCLAIMER

JEWELRY REP
& SERVICE
Established 1
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
P. CHRIST°
HARD04,
- OFF

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24.7 Surveillanci
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-Q78-1400 or
170 485-6122
060
Help Wanted

cook
PART-TIME
needed. Prefer experience. Must be dependable and love workng
with the elderly. Apply
within at 1505 Stadium
View Drive. EOE
WOMACK-CARTER
Options, LLC. hiring
nonand
degree
positions.
degree
Background
check/drug screen.
3380 St Rt 121 North
Murray . 270-767-1543

1
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1
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TOMS Grill Hiring
servers, salad prep,
daytime cashiers and
dishwashers. Apply in
person after 11am.
UNDERGROUND utilities construction operator locator for directional boring machine and
laborer positions available. Must have valid
driver's license (CDL a
plus). Some travel
required. Competitive
salary, benefit package
and 401k plan. Must
pass criminal background check and drug
screen. EEO. Call 270Monday978-3883
Friday gam-4pm.

CASH FOR GOOD
USED REFRIGERASTOVES,
TORS,
HEATERS, AIR CONCARDITIONERS,
PETING, ETC. 270753-4109
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th.
Murray.
Articles
For Sale
Used 2 months
Monessen 30inch
propane logs. Low
price. 270-759-9216
IMO
APPliocell
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD ELKINS

605 E South 12th SI
Zip

Daytime Ph

rds

SA

Name

I State

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
munayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local yots
listings will appear on
this website.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

I.

1
1
1
1
1

insertion. Any error should be report-

I •I

V.

DEADLINES

•1

$8.50 Column Inch, 60'; Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(AR 3 Ads Must Run Within Day Period. i
S3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

the first insertion of their ads for any

responsible for only one incorrect

I

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words S.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
.3.35 extra tor Smart Sa(er (Mon (_ lassitieds go into smart sat er)

FridaY

The publ.sher maintains the right to reject or et any submitted matter

be made.
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To Place An Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classifiedPmurrayledger.com or stop by our
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270) 753-1927

bid
NSURANCE
Baker
opportunity:
Apartments, a HUD
811subsidized
PRACR
non-profit
apartment complex for
people with disabilities,
is requesting bid proposals for life insurance. Insurance polldes include: commercial property coverage,
commercial general liability coverage, commercial crime coverage
and professional liability. Current coverage
ends 11/30/14 at midnight. All bids must be
before
received
12/1/14. Information
may be sent to: MCEC
Managing Agent for
Baker Apartments, PO
Box 423 Benton, KY
42025. Call 270-5271327 with any questions. EHO

1

1

Advertisers are requested to check
error. Murray Ledger & limes will be

Legal
Notice

1

ADJUSTMENTS

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified/Office Manager

010

1

lutgaik

clanifiedihaerrayledger.coas

t

(270) 753-1713
Need help selling

Mail this coupon with payment to:

your house?

Murray Ledger &,Tisnes
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

We can get the
word outl
753-1916

160
Home Furnishings
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New in Plastic.
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
2B
$1
270-753-6012

219,501.D

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-753-9866

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
270-753required.
4109.
2BD, 1Bath duplex
completely remodeled
including dishwaher,
washer and dryer, NO
pets. 270-436-2524
Cell 270-293-6906

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
1BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Drive
IDD 1-1300-545-1833 eat 283
equa
75 utrtitunon u :
.rpurrunat frothier
LJ and relpiu,rt

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
Two Bedroom Duplex,
with C/H/AC, Carport,
All appliances furnished, NO Pets.
270-436-5960
VERY nice 4BR, 2BA,
newly remodeled. New
appliances & fixtures
throughout. Coleman
Real Estate 270-7539898

Storage Rentals

3br.1ba with attached
garage and large shop.
5 miles north of Murray.
270-753-0531
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carpets.
No
port.
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

EL.Row
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668

"ATTENTION SENIORS"
Mediacare Open Enrollment
October 15 thru December 7
1.4w or No Plan Premium
Some plans include Part D Drugs
Contact: Ron Sallin (Local Agent)
(270)759-1565 or (270)210-2533

720 S. 4TH ST.

Camp Septic Cleaning of Murray

Corset of 121S. & Glendale.

Residential & Commercial

IOW's & 10115's
(270)436-2524

753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
'We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Thank you for your businessl

RGL Storage, LLC
640 S. 4th St &
Sunbury Cif.
Multiple sizes, lighting
in every unit, security
newly
remodeled.
270-761-

SPACE HAVEN

Land near KY lake in
Wildcat Subdivision.
Unit 2 Lot 8178.
Located in Calloway
County. $1500 obo
270-853-2730
Lot for sale near the
Hospital in Murray.
Zoned R3, Ready to
build on. $18,000 OBO
270-436-2690

STORAGE
ornes For Sale
*Secure & Climate
Controlled
.10x20 & 10x30
units now
available
207 South 7th St
(270)781-7857

Caseitirical Prop. For Rent
Executive office space
or lease. $500/mo
270-227-7874

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
3BR, 1BA back home
on 2 large lots with
large shop. 2 miles
west of Murray. 270753-0531

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling
Well Pump Service
Residential&
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

CLEAN'CUT
LAWN CARg

LANctscAPm'
LEAF REMOVAL
MULCHING <
Free estimabru
- Cali Kevin et.

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
410
Pubk Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
Al) types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
Reel Estate
\liarrav t edger ea Times Fair
Hori,ing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein
Fall'

Housing Act, which makes it
illegal hi advertise any preference. imitation or discnmmalion based on race color, relipon, set. handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such preterence, limitahons iT discrimination

Lake front property: 3
tracts. Tract 1: 6.3a
495' water frontage
deep water, dock-able:
Tract 2: 17.23a 605'
water frontage deep
water dock-able. Tract
3: 131a, fronting a priby
bay
vate
with
land,Dockable
creek.
spring-fed
Priced to seN 731-6931113

1

Lots For Sae
11211

UTILITYS in Place
$9,500
270-753-6012

Dr. Kevin Adams
308 S. 12th
Murray
'Eyeglasses
759-2500
*Contacts
'Eye Disease
murrayeyecantcom

USED TIRES
14, 15, 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars
2005 Burgundy Ford
Taurus SE 4 door
sedan, 114,074 miles,
ABS, rear spoiler and
new tires. Excellent
condition. $5,300. OBO
270-227-7927

Greg Mansfield
,2ftbst
4
Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
a',

•Licensed & Insured

Gary 270-227-0420

EEL.
A-1 Lamb Tree Pro.
Lic./Ins. 270-753-Tree
(8733)
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Seryice.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562.
270-227-0267
DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or
small.Handyman services as well. Free estimates. Call Logan at
270-293-0404.

PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
At Shingles Hand Naiied
Ask about our

Display ad
SinIdids

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
*Removal
.Stump Grinding
•Firewood

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC
IndrarlaUCenesnAsUltesidentlal
James C. BallImere
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

*Insured

(270)489-2839

HALL'S

(270) 759-0890

WASTE

1-270-978-1204
All carpentry construction, additions, remodel, water damage,
mobile home repair.
270-753-0353
Larry Nimmo.

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Jason Hill
1270(226-0194

753-9562

270-436-5959

& DEBRIS REMOVAL

• weekly & spesial pickups
• locally owned/operated

www.hillelectrie.com

Nnsurece -Sr Discount
•Friszi Estimates
"Wernher OfAngres List

•Handyman Seevices
•Yard Work
•Gutters Cleaned
'Home Repairs

Services Offered

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

Drywall, Painting,
Plumbing, Floonng, Decks

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

MANAGEMENT

Hill Electric

*Home improvements
*Bath ,t Kitchen

1270) 293-84/18

•Trimming

490

KENTUCKYLAKE
REMODEUNG.COM

270-293-4M

Pets & Supplies

to the Federal

(,- -..

Services Offered

ats For Sig
121li
[

Ubted
is ,

• Eyecare Specialties

Call Chelsea Humphreys
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad todaN!

2 or 3BR Houses
Lease & Deposit
Required
270-753-4109
State laws forbid discrimination
hicholsent.com
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate based on factors in
/properties
addition to those protected
2BR, 2.58A townhome, • under tederal law
unfumished. New conWe will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate which
struction. $950/mo, utilnot in yiilahon at the law All
ities included. Security
person., are hereby informed
titat all dwellings advertised are
deposit required. Pets
available on an equal opportuok with deposit and pet
nity basis
rent. Please call 270For further assistance with Fair
753-9999 for more
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
information.
Rene P %lam,(7131 MA-1000
3BR furnished lake
pets.
No
home.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
3BR, 1.5BA, FR & LA,
fenced in backyard.
270-293$950/mo
8684

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
autos, battenes, and all aluminum
KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

i&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Houses For Rent
1415 Vine Street, 2BR,
H/A,
IBA, central
updated, all appliances, close to MSU.
$650+ sec. deposit,
pets ok w/ deposit.
270-293-1200

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTOR*

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky

Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

GARLAND
RENTAL%
if you've got It we can store It'
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
s • Murray Store 8. Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic seeds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.

David's Home
Improvement
LLc

CLEANING Service by
Filipino housewife.
Cooking, washing, setvacuuming.
ting,
Available 7days/ holidays.
30 years experience
Call Lisa anytime
270-217-7883
731-442-0366

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
work
Visa & MasterCard Accepted

Will Do Insurance

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

° IFIEDS
CLASS

4B • Friday, November 211, 2014

Murray Ledger & Times
Sudoku is a nurnber-pkiang puuie based on a 9x9 gno rain
I to
Several given numbers The °elect a to place the numbers
9 in tie empty squares so thei eacn row each coiumn arid sad
oevil
clehwity
Trie
only
or
3x3 box contains the same rkiniter
ol the Concepss Sudoku increases trom Monday to Sunday

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
ADOPTIONS
WE ARE PRAYING to a
newborn to love Open
headed, loving couple
wtstling YOU would call
Authonzed medical,
legal expenses paid
Lisa & Frank 1-855-2367812
FaceBook corn/22.12582
84-491718
ADULT
Make a Connection
Real People, Flirty Chat
Meet singles nght now!
Cal Livelinks Try it
FREE. Call now 1-888979-2284
EDUCATIONAL TRAINING
AIRLINES CAREERS Get FAA certified
Aviation Maintenance
training Financial aid if
qualified - Job placement assistance CALL
now Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053
EVENTS
UPCOMING EVENT? Save time and money
by making one call to
place a 25-word classified in 84 Kentucky
newspapers for only
$250 Direct visitors to
your web site or FB

page' For more information. contact the classified department of Pus
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email
*parry0kypress.com
HEALTH SERVICES
ATTENTION VIAGRA
and CIALIS Users! A
cheaper alternative to
NO drugstore prices! 50
Pill Special - $99 FREE
Shipping! 100 Percent
Guaranteed Call Now
1-800-490-2790

change and property
settlement agreement
SAVE hundreds Fast
and easy Call 1-888733-7165, 24/7
SPORT1NG/SPORTING
GOODS
GUN SHOW Nov 28-30
• Fn 12-6, Sat. 9-5 &
Sun 9-4 Lexington
Heritage Hall (430 W
Vine St) BUY-SELLTRADE Into: (583) 9278176
STEEL BUILDINGS

MISCELLANEOUS
SOCIAL SECURITY
Disability Benefits
Unable to work/ Denied
benefits'? We Can Help!
WIN or Pay Nothing!
Start your application
today! Call Bill Gordon &
Associates 1-800-39E7940
SERVICES

STEEL BUILDING
CLEARANCE!!! MUST
GO THIS WEEK! Best
Savings on cancelled
orders Various sizes
and styles perfect for
workshops, storage and
garages! Call 1-800991-9251
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

DISH TV RETAILER
Starting at $19 99/month
(for 12 mos)& High
Speed Internet starting
at $14 95, month (where
available.) SAVE! Ask
About SAME DAY
Installation! Call Now! 1800-417-8079

OUR CDL-A DRIVERS
are home often! Teams.
Owner Operators
Welcome Too! Dry
Vans/reefer No-touch
freight. Passenger/Pet
Fnendly Referral Bonus
Summrtt Trucking 86E333-5333 www.summitt corn

DIVORCE WITH OR
WITHOUT children
$12500 Includes name

35 DRIVER TRAINEES
Needed! Learn to drive

for Werner Enterprises!
Earn $750 per weekl No
Experience Needed!
Local COL Training gets
you lob reedy ASAP! 1877-243-1812
FLATBED DRIVERS trucks now set at
70MPH. Starling pay up
to .41 GPM. health
insurance. 401K, $59
daily per diem pay,
home weekends 800648-9915 or wwwboydandsons corn
APPLY NOW! CDL
Drivers in High Demand!
Get you CDL Training in
16 days at Truck
America Training and go
to work! State WIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr avg $38 - $40,000
per ATA (502)955-6388
or (866)244-3644
LOCAL COMPANY
NEED.
Dedicatect/OTRICasual
Drivers. $2000 Sign-On
Bonus, Paid
VacationiMedicaV401k,
Good Pay/Home Time
877-346-0997
DRIVERS - No expenence? Some or LOTS of
expenence? Lets Talk!
No matter what stage in
your career, it's time, call
Central Refngerated

ON BEA

iii

MINI
STORAGE

UnitaNH111111
24/7 Survelllattp••Electricity
Now Have 80 Monate Control
212 WW1:Roil *Ia.

From vintage to city chic:
holiday decor trends

Horne (855) 958-2748
%writ ContrafTruckDrivin
gJobs.COM

Concoptis Sudoku
15 POSITIONS OPEN!
KY to
Dearborn, MI route and
Morehead, KY to Toledo,
OH route. Company
DITV.111 and Owner
Operators positions Oft
2 days per week. Ideal
candidate will live 50
miles along route. CM
PAM 888-612-3085 or
parniobs corn

WHAT DRIVES YOU?
Miles, Pay, Stability,
Equipment, Benefits,
Retirement? We got it!
Come drive with us'
OTR Class A Drivers
needed 1-800-684-9140
x2 •
www biggexpress corn

2
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8 1 5
3 9 2
4 7 6
2 3 4
5 8 9
7 6 1
127
91 4 3
6 5 8

INfliculty I t.1-1 •••

11,28

Difficult Level ****

Office
Hours:
MondayFriday
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fax:
(270) 753-1927

Brought to you by

by Jacqueline Bigar
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday, Nov.
29, 2014:
This year you might be more involved with
family. Many consider you to be very gracious and caring, while others could see you
as a wild card. You are a free spirit, and your
behavior reflects that characteristic. Be
aware of your finances. If you are single, as
adventuresome as you typically are, you
enjoy more quiet environments when dating.
The person you choose to date this year
might not work at a later date. If you are
attached, the two of you love your downtime
at home. You'll find endless activities to do
together. PISCES has a tendency to waffle
on his or her ideas.
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Horoscope

ly priced options.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Z Gallerie has the glamorous Folly collec- Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average;
tion of white and gold pearl wreaths, table 2-So-so; 1 -Difficult
and garlands, as well as crystal flower
trees
For those who love to decorate, there's no
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
and ornaments in trendy turquoise.
spheres
festive
fun,
adding
for
holidays
time like the
Stylized foxes and owls in white or gold *** Slow down and handle a confrontation
touches to our living spaces. This year,
before handling other concerns. You could
there's something for many tastes and acrylic add a soft, metallic accent to the tree be dealing with someone who has a broad
or tablescape, from Ikea.
styles.
vision of life and another person who might
Pottery Barn's chinchilla, fox or bear
A look at the trends you'll see at stores:
be closed off. Your sensitivity and timing will
luxe.
of
faux-fur tree skirts add a touch
CHRISTMAS PAST
open up the situation.
The 1920s inspire a lot of holiday decor, Dress the tree with midcentury-style copper TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
with West Elm offering glittery Art Deco and brass trims for a cool and current vibe. ***** You will zero in on what you want.
CAMP CHRISTMAS
Someone's attempt to use logic is likely to
letter ornaments and star garlands, as well
last
off
took
that
look
cabin-y
in deterring you. A call or token of affecfail
rustic,
The
hurriss
mercury-gla
as Deco-patterned,
at a distance could
canes in silver and midnight blue. Elegant, year has held strong. Woodland creatures tion from a loved one
Friends seem to surend.
no
to
you
please
Land
at
collections
ornament
the
populate
vibe.
gold, blown-glass animals fit the
round you. Be spontaneous.
At Pier 1, you'll find beaded tree swags, as of Nod, while, in a twist, hedgehogs and GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
stuffed
little
on
photoprinted
are
raccoons
well as ornaments encrusted with sequins or
*** You usually don't like to take a stand,
glass mosaics. Beaded metallic pillars, ornaments at Target.
especially as you often can see the other
At West Elm, Boston designer Mimi side of the argument. However, at this point,
champagne glasses and bottles, and
chevron-patterned pendants add Jazz Age Kirchner's felt foxes, deer, raccoons and you could feel as if it is expected of you. A
bears sport jaunty scarves and plaid coats.
partner might have a different solution.
style.
Ikea's Vinter collection features Swedish CANCER (June 21-July 22)
a
with
printed
Throw pillows and signs
, and
vintage-style chalkboard Christmas greet- patterns on cushion covers and guest tow- **** You have unique perspectives and
here
the
from
detach
to
able
calendar
are
you
advent
an
Barn,
Pottery
At
els.
the
ing hold charm at Pottery Barn, where
now. Kick back with a loved one. Go where
design is also available in a door mat. Here with farmhouse charm is created out of
is music, and you'll be able to relax. A
there
a
on
mounted
buckets
galvanized
too, a decorative collection of old-fashioned small,
loving gesture will go far. Be more open.
village homes, churches and schoolhouses pine frame.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Artists Petra Borner and Fiona Howard *** A new beginning suddenly becomes
evokes turn-of-the-century German ornaments similarly made of cardboard and sil- have designed ornaments for Crate & Barrel possible within an important partnership. A
ver glitter. Purchases from the collection evoking European folk art designs. Here child or loved one will demonstrate the full
support shelters nationwide through the too, clever tree collars made of glossy red or dimension of his or her personality. You naturally support this person's self-expression.
galvanized metal to resemble vintage tubs.
Give a Little Hope organization.
NING
also will be most appreciative of it.
You
ENTERTAI
FOR
For a more midcentury look, consider
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
and
VIRGO
glam
of
mixture
"any
loves
Nayak
a
in
ornaments
teardrop
Barrel's
Crate &
Defer to others, and appreciate the
****
backdrop
winter-white
"a
sexy. red matte glass. If you're into making rustic," including
Spend time with an authority
freedom.
extra
some of your own midcentury modern with reclaimed wood and a bit of polished figure. You don't need to agree with this perChristmas decorations, check out the DIY chrome."
son, but you should try to indulge him or her.
Crate & Barrel's got a selection of laser- A loved one might move quickly to set plans
Network's website for suggestions includcut, crocheted and curled paper snowflakes for the two of you.
ing stockings and ornaments.
in creamy hues of champagne, bronze and LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
SNOW GLOW
white; add a few glittery, beaded ornaments *** You'll be very concerned about getting
anyabout
just
in
now
is
lighting
LED
the job at hand done. Some of you could
thing, including holiday decorations. Ikea's in silver and muted grays.
of
collection
new
have some errands to run or perhaps an
a
has
Chilewich
Sandy
of
garland
a
includes
Strala collection
person to visit. Be careful, as you
important
silver,
gold,
in
rendered
pierced gold balls fitted with LEDs, and a mats and runners
easily might become involved in a family
geometric
chic
a
in
brass,
and
gunmetal
LEDs.
bright red tree mat has built-in
decision while it is being debated.
Frontgate's Meteor light set twinkles, Pebble pattern.
(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
SCORPIO
At Target, Nate Berkus' Ascot Star dessert ***** Your imagination needs to be
showers, shimmers and glows at the touch
patfoulard
plates and trays feature a classic
of a button.
allowed more freedom. If you are involved in
Clusters of string lights look gorgeous tern in smart black and white that would a romance, you can infuse more energy into
New this bond. Be aware of what kind of impact
under glass cloches; Restoration Hardware work for get-togethers straight into
your first impression makes. Be sympathetic.
offers both in various sizes. And snow Year's Eve.
a
offers
Adler
US(Nov. 22-Doc. 21)
Jonathan
SAGITTARI
Hanukah,
For
flakes
up-lit
of
globes that send up a flurry
well as an *** Your independence might feel as if it is
with the push of a button are a twist on the blue. Lucite cube menorah, as
find a
array of mod, ceramic-animal menorahs. At being threatened, but it's not. Try to
traditional.
to funnel
need
might
You
agreement.
of
point
porcelain
of
Also at the retailer: spare, birch-wrapped Williams-Sonoma, a collection
matter.
with a graph- more of your energy into a family
branches wrapped in warm LEDs, in vari- plates and serveware in cream
yourself to spend only a set amount
Allow
would
menorahs
ic print of ancient temple
ous sizes for tabletop or entryway floor.
and not a penny more.
add style to a holiday buffet.
CITY SPARKLE
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
HGTV
Sara Peterson, editor-in-chief of
*** Ask yourself some pertinent questions
"This year I'm seeing deep, rich hues,"
decor beyond the before finalizing a decision. You'll want to
says designer Taniya Nayak. "Think sap- Magazine, likes colorful
"Felt porn-porn please someone, but you're willing to go only
green.
and
red
traditional
The
violet.
sexy
phire, deep emerald and
hit, and not just so far, as this person can be rather demandreal wow factor rolls in with the metallic garlands are always a party
"String them ing. You might express your feelings openly.
says.
she
trees,"
Christmas
for
that
n
touches. There is a clool juxtapositio
mirrors, and AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
happens when you mix the sophisticated on stair railings and around
*** Be aware of your spending; otherwise,
rods."
curtain
your
from
them
drape
richness of jewel tones and the medley of
you easily could go overboard. Try to avoid
Peterson
Think beyond the living room,
copper patina and copper shine."
this type of thinking: one for them, one for
Pier l's peacock-inspired tree skirt says.
me, two for them and one for me. At least
"Add a little decorating twist here and hold on to your receipts! You could change
anchors a collection of vibrant ornaments in
there throughout your house," she says. "It's your mind at the last minute.
faceted glass, sequins or feathers.
to do something beyond just setting the PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
fun
market
the
There are accent pillows on
In guest bathrooms, use a whiteboard **** You appear to be more content than
table.
beads,
bugle
glitter,
with
decorated
this year
to write a fun holiday message on others right now. A friend could delight you
marker
thread.
sequins or metallic embroidery
and put down a holiday-themed with an important piece of gossip. You also
mirror,
the
seaor
motifs,
tree
or
Look for snowflake
the kitchen, plant mini cypress might receive an early Christmas gift.
In
Mat.
bath
sonal words like "Noel" and "Joy." One or
far.
and swap out Someone is likely to push you too
two on an entryway bench greet guests with trees in colorful glazed pots,
Maintain a sense of humor.
towels."
tea
for
festive
towels
dish
panache; Target and Homegoods have nice- regular
KIM COOK,
Associated Press
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NEW PAY & $2,500
Sign On Bonus! Earn up
to $0.43/mile. PLUS up
to $0.03 per mile in
bonus!! Call 886-7225112 or
SuperServiceLLC.corn
HOME WEEKENDS!
$1.000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed. No
tarp freight Excellent
pay and benefits.
Owner/Ops welcome
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.
www.fixtranspon Jobs

By Dave Green

Murra

Menus for the lunchrooms of the Calloway County Schools and
Murray City Schools for the week of Dec. 1-5, have been released
by Kady Arant, Calloway director, and April Adams, Murray
director. Menus,subject to occasional changes based on availability, are as follows:
MURRAY CITY
Milk and fruit served daily.

Murray Preschool/Head Start - Breakfast: Monday - bacon, egg
biscuit, Tuesday - pancake & sausage on a stick; Wednesday
- chicken biscuit; Thursday - mini pancakes; Friday - cherry frudel.
Lunch: Monday - ravioli w/com muffin, glazed carrots; Tuesday
- chicken nuggets w/roll, green beans; Wednesday - grilled cheese
sandwich, blackeyed peas; Thursday - pizza, whole kernel corn; Friday

& cheese

- cheeseburger. french fries. sidekicks.
Murray Elementary - Breakfast: cereal and toast served daily Monday - breakfast pizza; Tuesday - pancake & sausage on a stick;
Wednesday - sausage biscuit; Thursday - mini waffles; Friday - yogurt,
Teddy Grahams.
Lunch: Monday - hamburger, chicken alfredo, french fries, cooked
carrots; Tuesday - chicken quesadilla, hot dog, pinto beans, mexican
rice. Wednesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, grilled cheese sandwich.
mashed potatoes, green beans; Thursday - chicken & dumplins, hot
ham & cheese sandwich, mac & cheese, sweet potatoes: Friday pizza, sloppy joe sandwich, broccoli w/cheese sauce, baked beans.
Middle - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday - bacon.
egg & cheese biscuit; Tuesday - pancake & sausage on a stick; Wednesday
- chicken biscuit; Thursday - mini pancakes; Friday - cherry frudel.
Lunch: Monday - ravioli w/corn muffin, chicken sandwich, glazed
carrots, lima beans; Tuesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, hot ham &
cheese sandwich, mashed potatoes, green beans; Wednesday - chicken
noodle soup w/crackers, grilled cheese sandwich, blackeyed peas, broccoli
wicheese sauce, tossed salad w/ff ranch; Thursday - pizza, turkey Sr
cheese sandwich, carrots w/ff ranch, whole kernel corn; Friday - cheeseburger, hot dog, french fries, baked beans, broccoli w/ff ranch. sidekicks.

High - Breakfast: (toast, cereal served daily) - Monday - bacon,
egg & cheese tornado; Tuesday - sausage & cheese biscuit. Wednesday
- bacon & egg biscuit; Thursday - french toast sticks, Friday - biscuit
& gravy.
Lunch: Monday - hot wings w/breadstick, hot ham & cheese sandwich,
chef salad, celery sticks w/ranch, cooked carrots, lima beans; Tuesday
- chicken quesadilla, meatball sub, whole kernel corn, pinto beans.
veggie tray w/ff ranch; Wednesday - pizza, barbeque chicken sandwich,
grilled chicken salad, corn on the cob, blackeyed peas, broccoli w/ff
ranch; Thursday - chicken alfredo. ham & cheese wrap. chef salad.
mixed vegetables, steamed broccoli, carrots w/ff ranch; Friday - hamburger/cheeseburger. chicken fajita wrap, grilled chicken salad, veggie
tray w/ff ranch, baked beans, french fries.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
ww: whole wheat, wg: whole grain, rf: reduced fat, if: fat free.
rs: reduced sugar. Milk and juice served daily. Fruit offered daily.
Preschool and Little Laker Harbour - Snack: Monday - Animal
Crackers: Tuesday - Sun chips; Wednesday - Scooby Stix; Thursday
- Teddy Grams; Friday - cheese stick, crackers.
Breakfast: Monday - sausage biscuit; Tuesday - waffle sticks.
Wednesday - cherry frudel; Thursday - biscuits & gravy; Friday -
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cereal & toast.

Lunch: Monday - chicken & noodle, carrots, Tuesday - pepperoni
pizza, green beans; Wednesday - super nachos, refried beans: Thursday
- chicken nuggets w/roll, mashed potatoes; Friday - Laker Wrap, veggie
bowl w/dip.
Elementaries (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, chef salad, milk
served daily) - Snack: Monday- Sun chips; Tuesday - cereal; Wednesday
- Animal Crackers, Thursday - cheese stick; Friday - carrots & dip.
Breakfast: Monday - chicken biscuit, Tuesday - muffin: Wednesday
- sausage bagel pizza; Thursday - biscuits & gravy; Friday - french

A

toast stick.

Lunch: Monday - spaghetti w/roll, breaded chicken, tossed salad.
glazed carrots, blackeyed peas; Tdesday - Giorgio's pizza, peanut butter
& jelly w/cheese stick, tossed salad, veggie bowl w/dip. corn: Wednesday
- chicken nuggets w/roll. pimento cheese sandwich,carrots w/dip. mashed
potatoes, green beans; Thursday - super nachos, grilled cheese sandwich,
tossed salad, pinto beans, mexi rice; Friday - barbeque plate w/roll.
cheeseburger, lettuce/tomato/pickle, baked beans, tater tots.
Middle (rs/wg cereal, wg, ww bread/toast, muffins, chef salad served
daily) - Breakfast: Monday - pancake on a stick; Tuesday - muffin;
Wednesday - sausage bagel pizza; Thursday - biscuits & gravy; Friday
- french toast stick.
Lunch: Monday - spaghetti w/roll, breaded chicken, tossed salad.
carrots w/dip, green beans: Tuesday - Giorgio's pizza. peanut butter
& jelly w/cheese stick, broccoli w/cheese, green peans. corn; Wednesday
- chicken nuggets w/roll, pimento cheese sandwich, veggie bowl w/dip.
mashed potatoes, green beans: Thursday - super nachos. grilled cheese
sandwich, tossed salad, refried beans. rnexi rice; Friday - barbeque
plate w/roll, cheeseburger, lettuce/tomato/pickle. baked beans, later tots.
wg/ww
bread/toast,
cereal.
(rs/wg
High
cheeseburgers/hamburgers/pizza, oven fries, deli sand., vegetables, chef
salads served daily) - Breakfast: Monday - breakfast bagel, sunrise
flat bread; Thesday - pancake & sausage on a stick, mini pancakes;
Wednesday - chicken biscuit; Thursday - biscuits & gravy, mini cini,
Friday - bacon, egg & cheese biscuit.
Lunch: Monday - creamy potato soup w/cheese stick, grilled chicken
sandwich, steamed squash, tossed salad, blackeyed peas; Tuesday rnexican bean roll, taco burger, carrots w/ranch, broccoli & cheese.
corn; Wednesday - sliced turkey w/gravy, corn dog, sweet potatoes,
steamed cabbage. california blend; Thursday - chicken nuggets w/roll,
green beans, tossed salad, mashed potatoes; Friday - roasted barbeque
chicken. Laker Wrap, mixed greens, veggie bowl w/dip. mac & cheese.
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Members of the Tiger soccer team
received awards at the recent
Murray High School banquet.
Winners include Carl Benson. Brad
Warner, Magdi Mandil, Zach
Taylor, Steven Parker, Justin
McDowell, Amen Mandl', Derek
Nance,Ryan Noland, Jonathan Raj.
Tyler Gieb and Tim Masthay.
Pictured is six year old Raegan
Boren of Murray who is shown visiting with Santa Claus at his house
on the grounds of the Calkiway
County Court House.
Don Cherry of Kroger and fnends
from the Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, are shown
as they celebrate the ribbon cutting
at Murray's newest fuel operation
directly in front of the grocery on
12th Street.
Reid Finley harvested his first
buck on the second day of
Kentucky's gun season. Pictured
with Finley is his father, Frank
Finley.
Twenty years ago
Members of Brownie Troop 1231
held an overnight campout at the
Girl Scout cabin on Sharpe Street.
Pictured are Brittany Covert,
Samantha Stanley. Robin Fox.
Allison Kipphut and Brandy
Huynh.
Ron Baker, chairman of the 1'994
Knights of Columbus Tootsie Roll
Drive is shown presenting a check
for $1,200 to WATCH. representative Jamie Williams.
Pictured is former Kentucky
Youth Governor Mike Arnett as he
congratulates
newly
elected
Secretary of State Nathan Keller at
the Kentucky Youth Assembly in
Louisville. Both are from Calloway'
County High School.
Murray High School junior Sarah
Snyder led the Lady Tigers on the
All-State Girls Soccer team. She
was selected first team all-state and
earned first-team all-region and alldistrict honors.
Shown is Murray High School
football head coach Rick Fisher as
he goes over the game plan before
tonight's semifinal showdown at
Harrodsburg.

Thirty years age
- Murray State University President
Kala Stroup was named to the board
of directors of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of
Commerce following the resignation of Luke Knight-.
Brad Hale.a sixth grade student at
Southwest Elementary, was recently
selected as a state winner in the
Kentucky Cabinet's "Energy..What
Is It?" poster contest. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Hale of
Hazel.
Hale
received
the
Governor's
Certificate
of
Recognition from Governor Martha
Layne Collins.
The under-I2 Cosmos won the
regular season championship of the
Murray-Calloway County Soccer
Association with a 7-0-2 record.
Members of the squad are Steven
Gresham, Brennan Williams, Brock
Hammat. Jay Newton, Michael
Carr. Jason Persons, Brandon
Lucas. Peter Johnson, Jeff Enoch.
Chip Greene, John Faughn, Billy
Steefy and coaches Ken Hills and
Mark Lucas.
Forty years ago
Steve Porter has been selected to
the first team and Tony Boone to the
second team of the AP's Kentucky
High School All Football Squad.
Both are students at Murray High.
Kathy Calhoun and Kathy
Jackson are field commanders of
the Calloway County High School
Laker Band which won second in a
field of nine bands at the Christmas
parade in Hopkinsville.
Fifty years ago
A football survey by the Student
Council of Calloway County High
School shows that football is wanted as a sport at the school according
to Kenny Imes. council president.
Sixty years ago
Junior High cheerleaders at
Murray High School are Kay.
Parker, Carolyn Wallis. Debra
Young, Sara Jane Jones. Par Beale
and Burnita Farley.
Elected as officers of the
Conservation Club of Calloway
were Paul Bailey, J. I. .Grogan,
Herman
Moss
and
Paul..
Butterworth.

By the Associatd Press
Today is Friday. Nov 28. the
332nd day of 2014. There are 33
days left in the year
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 28. 1964, the United
States launched the space probe
Mariner 4 on a course t,n it'd
Mars, which it flew past in July
1965, sending back pictures it
the red planet.
On this date:
In 1520. Portuguese navigator
Ferdinand Magellan reached the
Pacific Ocean after passing through
the South American strait that now

bears his name.
In ISM , the Confederate Congress admitted Missouri as the
12th state of the Confederacy .
In 1922. Captain Cyril Turner
of the Royal Air Force gave the
first public skywriting exhibition.
spelling out, "Hello USA. Call
Vanderbilt 7200" over New York's
Times Square: about 47,(X)0 calls
in less than three hours resulted.
In 1942. nearly 500 people
died in a fire that destroyed the
Cocoanut Grove nightclub in
Boston.
In 1944. the MGM movie musi-

Botox used cosmetically
is harmless and effective
DEAR ABBY: I was married
to a wonderful woman who passed
away five months ago after a
heart attack. Why do people act
as if the one who has passed
away never existed? PLEASE talk
about her. Talk about her often.
Tell me good things about her.
If you wonder about the right
thing to say - and I believe
all mourners
should hear it
-- here it is:
Tell me my.
wife
loved
me. tell me I
made
her
happy, tell me
she knew I
loved her and
she
knew
made
me
By Abigail
happy. Repeat
Van Buren
it as often as
you can. Out of all the friends
we had, only one couple said
those words to me. When I heard
them I cried, but I was also comforted.
Also, it seems like many of
my so-called friends have fallen
off the face of the earth. Now is
when they are needed most. I
wish I, knew why they don't, come
to see me. Is it me'? -- ALONE
IN ALABAMA
DEAR ALONE: Probably not.
There could be more than one
reason for it. With many couples.
it is the wife who "nurtures" the
social relationships. Also, your
friends may be afraid that because
they are couples and you are a
widower, you might be uncomfortable spending time with them.
Something similar may be causing their reluctance to talk about
your wife. They may fear that
bringing her up in conversation will
somehow cause you pain, which
is why. they avoid it. Death is an
uncomfortable subject for many
people. but I hope my readers
will take your comments to heart.
lf you want to end your iso-

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I are approaching our 25th
wedding anniversary. I think it's
quite an accomplishment., since
many of the couples we know
have called it quits.
I'd like to celebrate with a
wedding-themed party with our
friends and family, renewing our
vows in front of them. In addition, I'd like my girlfriends to
wear a bridesmaid dress from a
wedding they have been in and
stand with me.
My husband thinks a party
would be "showing off" and that
we should celebrate quietly, just
the two of us. I'm surprised we
could be married for so long and
not be able to come to an agreement about this. How should we
celebrate this big day? -- UNDECIDED IN NEW YORK
DEAR UNDECIDED: It's not
showing off to renew wedding
vows on significant anniversaries
-- many people do, and a silver
anniversary definitely qualifies. A
party would be appropriate, but
rather than expect your friends to
dig old bridesmaid's dresses out
of their closets -- if they even
have them -- wouldn't it be more
considerate to give them the option
of wearing cocktail dresses they
feel comfortable in if they wish?
Hopefully, most if not all of them
are also happily married, and if
that's the case. I'm sure your
anniversary party won't seem like
one-upmanship to anyone.
•••••••••
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother,Pauline Phillips.
Contact Dear Abby at www.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440,
Los Angeles, CA 90069.
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cal "Meet Me in St. Louis," starring Judy Garland. opened in New
York. six days after its world premiere in St. Louis.
In 1961. President John F
Kennedy dedicated the original permanent headquarters of the Central Intelligence Agencv in Lang.
ley,"Virginia. Ernie Da180titit Syracoce University became 'the first
African-American tottliku- named
winner of the Heisman Trophy.
In 1979. an Air New Zealand
DC-10 en route tO the South Pole
crashed into a mountain in Antarctica. killing all 257 people aboard.
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BOOKING A SHIPMENT
FOR TROOPS
Dear Heloise: Some time ago.
you published the address and
requirements for sending books,
stationery and other supplies to
our TROOPS OVERSEAS.
Please, could we have a reprise
of that information? I have several boxes of books, both paperback and hard-bound, that I
would like to send to them. —
Karen B., via email
Karen, a big Heloise hug to you! The organization mentioned is called Operation: Care and
Comfort. It collects many different items for our
troops and distributes them as needed. You can
send donated items to: Operation: Care and Comfort, 2392 Walden Square, San Jose, CA 95124. If
you have any questions on what it does and does
not accept. you can visit its website, www.occtisa.org, or call 408-373-8635.
Another organization that specifically works distributing hooks to troops overseas is called Operation Paperback. It ships books to our troops all
over the world. To learn more about the organization, go to its website. www.opwatio:ipaperback.org,
or call 214-602-1726.
Thank you so much for wanting to do something to support our troops! — Heloise
PS.: Include a personal note, slipped into the
pages of a book, with a thank-you as a delightful
surprise for the solider or sailor who picks that
book.
TRAVEL HINT
Dear Heloise: Please remind your readers to not
report their travel plans or whereabouts on social-

k, grilled chicken
peas; Tuesday • coli & cheese,
, Meet potatoes,
n nuggets w/roll,
roasted barbeque
•, mac & cheese.

media sites when traveling. This is a green light to
burglarize the traveler's house while the homeowner is away. — Ronald N.. Alexandria, Va.
You said it, and I'll repeat it here! Don't post
on a public website that you will be gone. You
might as well say. "Hey, no one is home, come
take what you want" to the bad guys out there.
Think BEFORE you post. — Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 1-210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
COMPOSTING COMMENTS
Dear Mob.: We've maintained a two-sided
approach to composting. When first starting out,
it'll all be new, but before long, the broken-down
material can be shifted to one side. The other "half'
can be devoted to the newer stuff that gets flipped
around periodically until it's ready. — A Reader in
the D.C. Area
NO-SUP
Dear Heloise: My * husband and I were in a
hotel that had recently been redone. He takes his
bath before I shower. When I got in, there was no
handhold and a really slick tub.
The washcloth my husband had used was there,
so I threw it into the tub and stood on it. It gave
me just the right traction to keep from falling. I
still use a washcloth in my tub because it works
so well! — E.B. in Alabama
COIN COLLECTING
Dear Heloise: Another way to use the few coins
that come home with you from a different country
is to give them to the "tooth fairy." — Pat in New
Hampshire
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Absorb
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Young fellow
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Tough wood
Online address
Hawks' home
Backer's vote
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Large mob
Pithy
Useful ability
Alleviates
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hef salad, milk
al; Wednesday
carrots & dip.
in; Wednesday
Friday - french

• n, tossed salad.
.a. peanut butter
orn; Wednesday
• gie bowl w/dip.
is. grilled cheese
• y - barheque
beans, tater tots.
bread/toast,
vegetables, chef
st bagel, sunrise
, mini pancakes;
gravy, mini cini:

used in a cosmetic treatment is
far less than the amount needed
to cause illness.
Botulinum toxin works by
blocking the release of acetylcholine. This chemical messenger
helps trigger muscle movement.
By blocking acetylcholine in a
few strategic areas, the toxin
inhibits selected muscles from contracting As a result, the muscles
controlling facial expressions relax
and creases in the skin smooth
out. Because the muscle can't contract, new creases don't form (I've
put an illustration showing how
botulinum toxin works on my
website, AskDoctorK.com.)
Botulinum toxin injections take
just minutes and don't cause much
discomfort. You may notice mild
redness, minor headaches or occasionally minor bruising. The muscle-relaxing,
wrinkle-reducing
results usually last for about three
or four months.
Many people worry that botulinum toxin injections will leave
them with an unnatural expression or with frozen features. But
when done well, these injections
shouldn't drastically change your
ability to form facial expressions.
In rare cases, injections near the
upper eyelids or eyebrows may
make them droop temporarily. But
side effects are typically uncommon and minimal.
Following its introduction for
cosmetic purposes, Botox also is
being used to treat a growing
number of medical conditions. All
of these conditions involve muscle tension that can be relieved
by Botox. Examples include overactive bladder, symptoms of an
enlarged prostate. excessive sweating, tremors and other uncontrollable muscle spasms, and even
migraine headaches.
You've heard the phrase. "Too
much of a good thing can be
bad"? Well, Botox teaches us that
a very small amount of a bad
thing can do good.

Dr. Komaroff
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DEAR DOCTOR K: Can you
explain how Botox reduces lines
and wrinkles?
DEAR READER: "Beim is
short for "botulinum toxin.' Botulinum toxin injections were first
used for cosmetic purposes in the
late 1980s. Since then, this therapy has gained quite a following In 2012, these injections were
the leading
nonsurgical
cosmetic procedure in the
United States
among men
and women in
nearly all age
groups.
Why
is
this treatment
for wrinkles
and
frown
By
lines so popDr Anthony
ular? BotuKomaroff
linum toxin
injections are quite effective at temporarily smoothing a wrinkled face,
brow or neck. Over time, they
slow the formation of deeper, more
permanent facial lines. They are
relatively affordable; they have
very few risks; and they require
no recovery time.
Wrinkles and frown lines are
caused, in part, by the tug of
muscles beneath the skin. The tug
causes smooth skin to form wrinkles and creases. Botox relaxes
the muscles that are tugging on
the skin.
Botulinum toxin is a protein
produced by bacteria. If you ingest
these bacteria in improperly preserved foods, or if they infect a
wound, they can cause botulism.
Botulism is a rare but potentially deadly disease.
But when Botox is' used for a
cosmetic procedure, it is in small
and harmless amounts. Tiny doses
of sterile, purified botulinum toxin
are injected into specific muscle
sites. The solution doesn't enter
the bloodstream, and the procedure causes no harm The amount

Hints From Heloise
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'anon. you may have to call your
friends and invite THEM instead
of being passive and waiting for
them to contact you. Please accept
My sympathy for your Inei.
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Ask Your Toyota Dealer About

90-DAY DEFERRED FIRST PAYMENT
November 21- December 1.2014 Only
a

S O
TOYOTA

ToyotaCare
No Cost Service 8 RoedSide'

FOR ALL TOYOTA OFFERS

buyatoyotascorn

Every New Toyota
Comes With ToyotaCare.

ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY
& $750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS

Three S
Business
Classifie(
Comics
Commun
Obituarie
Sports ...
TV Week

Toyota's No Cost Maintenance Plan.

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12111 Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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